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Dramatic Condit1ons .of Pinero's Daz 
In order to understand the i mportance and the f'ull signi-
ficanc e of the great work of Arthur J1ng Pinel'O in the develop-
ment ·o:r the mode.rn drama, and to realize why he was considered 
the leading English dramatis.t of' the ea:rly twentieth centlllT, 
it is necessary to look baok and appreciate the condition of' the 
drama and t he theatre at that t 1me. The drama of' England1 the 
very little t here was ot it• was tar 1nt"er1or to that of' other 
· cont inent a l eountr~es, especiall7 Prance,. and until Pinero took 
1 t ·in hand, no one ea red particularly. Engli·sh drama had so 
long been divorced from 11 terature that the plays which were 
readable ere unaetable., and those actable were unreadable. Not 
a single grea t plaT had been written in the English l anguage 
since Sheridan's masterpiece, "The SChool for Scandal" in 1777.* 
'!'here ere several reasons tor this steri~ity of the drama. 
'Following the glorious days of' Shakespeare·· Sh1rle)' and Fletcher 
tor t wo or three generations tried to carry on h1.s noble trat.U.-
tions , but they were cut short b7 the unwarranted dis trust that 
was growing regarding the undertakings of' the English theatre. 
Shb-lq's career espeeiall7 was cut short by the. Puritan 
Parliamentary Act of' 1642, which summe.r117 suppressed the 
current drama by forbidding the per.f'ormance of anr s tage plays 
\?i thin the jur1sd1et 1on of the provincial. government. Eveey 
Hamiltoni- Clayton, Conversations on Contempo:r27 Drama (New York., 1g24) p . loY. · . · 
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theatre in London, by this edict of 1642_. was required t o close 
ita doors . As 1t t his ~ere not suffic ient, Parliament 1n 1648 • 
passed a final and even more draa tic ordinance "and it is :fur-
ther ordered and ordained · t hat the Lord Ma7or, Just ice d t he 
Peace , and Sherit:t of t he Cit7 of London ani estminster, and 
of the Counties of Middlesex and Surrey, or any two or . more of 
them shall and may, and are hereby aut horized and required to 
pull doun and demolish or cause to be pulled down and demolished, 
all st age galleries ; seats and boxe erected or used, or \?h.ich 
shall be erected or used for the playing or cting <r being act-
ed or played of such s t age p l ays" This prohibition as a ccom-
pli shed by a disbanding of the t hea tres and it was 1n~oss1ble to 
give a pl a7 in any London t heatre. I t is more than likely t hat 
nothing but the bare walls of the theatres were left standing. 
There v1 -., s 9me bootleg dr m:na and temporary stages ere put up 
on the sly, and torn down immediately after, but this did not 
amount to a great deal. This restriction was continued until 
the res toration of 1660. 
To emphasize for modern minds the resulting conditions ,. it 
may be a aid that for a period of eighteen ye~s no stage play 
was a llowed to be performed in the English t heatres by t he Puri-
tan.o . Eighteen years !a an entire generation , and those peopl e 
who were born so late as 16391 were a llowed t o grow up to adult-
hood ~ithout ever having een any public exb.ibit or an English 
stage. * 
* 
'l'b.rougbout this period of suppression, practicall a ll t he 
Hmn1ltcm, Clayton, Social Plaza of P1ne·ro, Introduction to 
(New York, 1917) PP• 5-6. 
gentlemen of England, along with Charles. ere exiled in France. 
They 1ere a g y, pleasure-loving crowd, and enjoyed immensely 
the gaiety and s plendor oft the French Court, here they were 
f requently entert 1neda Here they became tam111~ ith French 
cus toms and ere especially impressed by the French drama. ~ 'ith 
the Restoration and the triumphant return of Charles II,_ the 
tradition banded down from t he reign ot Elizabeth as broken 
forever,. am t he ne 1 idol of the English s ·tage was not Shakes-
peare" but the French Racine . This was,. of course, for the . 
tragic drama. 
It as inevitable that there should be some reaction and 
outburst atter the stringent restrietions of the Puritan decrees 
and this expressed itself in an e.t.fort to make over the nation 
on a French pattern. It as not long before French standards 
and literature pervaded the lite ot the English. 
Theatr - going circles eapeolally 1 lived on an exceedingly 
lo moral plan.e, and this was ref'leated 1n the type ot drama 
t hat appear.ed,. Oomedie s ere outrageous!,- immoral and lie en~ 
tious. Their authors made no try for originality, nor did the7 
go far for their models and materials . They simply orked over 
t he comedies ot Moliere and tried t,0 · aaa:git those ot Shakespeare 
to suit the taste of the age . \ orse~ h~wever, than this lack 
of originality, was the licentiousness or the drama, hich con-
stantly p ictured t h e trimnph of vic • 
Such writers as Wycherely~ Congreve, Vanburgh, and Faraqua-
har, a ch ieved tame by the very coarseness and licentiousness 
of t heir ork. So bad uere these plays they called down upon 
their beads a scat hing a ttack by Jere~ Collier tn his "Immo-
re.li t and Profaneness of the English Stage" hich appeared 
i n 1698 . To illustrate his nork he took passages f'rom Congreve 'a 
pl ays -. 
By thi.s time t he English drama had so degenerated that it 
coul d h dly be purified vli thout being reduced to praet1ca.ll7 
not hing. ·-..'hen Richard Steele and Colly Cibber - at the outset 
of t he eighteenth century - tried to make the drama once again 
moral, they succe de.d only in "substituting the sugar of' senti-
ment a lity f'or the salt of 1 t.•* Later in the eighteenth cen-
tury t here as some attempt made to lif't the tone of the Engl1.sh 
dr ama by the gifted genius of two brilliant Irish dramatists, 
Oliver Goldsmith and Richard Sheridan, who dared to startle the 
apathy and 1ndll'ferenoe ot the English theatre with masterpieces 
of sardonic comedy. But, outside of' their efforts, the drama 
i ltcd and there was not a revival until nearly a centu17 had 
passed. 
Another reason for the lack of a orthJ and considerate 
English drama in the great period between "The School .tor Scandal n 
and "The Second 1. s •. Tanqueray", as the unusuall7 strong influ-
ence of Shakespeare, ho, a t the beginning of' the nineteenth 
c entury had been ne ly rediscovered. He was lauded by such 
orit1os as Coleridge and Lamb as the greatest dramatist or all 
time• and so 1t seemed that t he only ay to write a orth7 drama 
1as to follow faithf"ully a Shakesperean model . Thus some ~ the 
mos t gifted poets of the n6neteenth oen'tuz7 were led, not to 
wri te original plays. but fine i~tations. The idea11st1o 
I b id,. p .• 6 
. 5. 
artists rere pernuaded all t oo easily, in the l anguage of 
Charl es Lamb _. to ttwrite for antiqui tyn inst:ead of -rar the ap-
. * plause and recognition of a contemporary generation. 
In this slavish i mitation of Shakespeare authors were try-
ing t o wr ite from plays tha t had been ada.pted for the theatre 
b fore 1642. They could not see t he necessary relation between 
t he drama and t he theatre of a given period,. or re.alize that to 
be suooess:ful, n play _must portray ]'rumen feelings, emotions ani 
thought s that are ,felt by the people who see it. Rather than 
satisfying a literary public of their own time~ they were writ-
ing pl _ ys that ght have been praised by the theatre-goers at 
t\"lO centurie s ago. 
A third reason for the d arth of drama durillg the early 
nineteenth oenturr was the group of great actors of the period 
who achie ved their reputation portraying noted characters of 
Shakespeare. SUch a group of excellent actors Llight seem a 
good reason hy t here should be ~lourishing and successful play-
'fl:L .. ights, but it 1s necessary to keep in mind the .tact that drama 
and the theatre . wre two different things 1 and the theatre has 
often .flourished when the drama has been dead. A great actor 
appears to be the ~oe of the drama when he makes tbe public 
feel t hat his work i n the part is of mo~e importance than the 
play in which he is appearing. In the late nineteenth century. 
people ent to t he theatre to see and hear great actors and 
acteesses, and not the work of t he playwright. It is only since 
the tilT'..e of Pi ne ro t hat t he name of t he playwright had been the 
incentive in draning large crowds to the t heatre. rather than 
'· Ibid, P• 7 
6. 
the name of those 1ho are to play the parts. 
Since t h ese distinguished and popular actors portrayed 
Shakespearean characters, dramatists were required to writ.e 
plays that fitted them, rather than write original dramas ar 
contemporary life, and adapt the actor to them. The English 
drama fell on evil days, be~ause of its neglect or Hainlet.'a 
caution "to hold, as · t ' were, the mirror up to naturett am "to 
sho.,. •• the very age and body of the time 1ts fo.rm am pr.e.ssure. "* 
A fourth reason which delayed the initiative of the modern 
English drama was the lack of an adequate cop.yright law.** 
the middle nineteenth cent~y it was possible, and usual, for a 
manager to steal by hook or crook, a play written by a :t'amous 
.foreign author, such as Scribe or Dumas, and adapt it to their 
own theatre and contemporary li.te. Or the7 might steal and pro-
duce a French play without an7 financial obligation, other than 
paying someone for translating the work, and giving EngliSh names 
to t h e c haracters. Thus it was cheaper to steal a French or 
foreign play t han it was to encourage English writers, ho ould 
have to be paid a royalty. As a result, there being no incentive, 
many literary men of' genius turned their ettorts and talents away 
from the stage and toward the novel, 1.f only in order to gain a 
living. 
Consequently, with the possible exception of Thomas Robert-
s on, no English dramatist wor thy of serious consideration had 
appeared over a period of one hundred years. The English people 
no longer took t he drama seriously and the theatre was as much 
despised by people of intelligence and taste, as cheap shows 
* 
** 
Hamilton, Soci al Plays, P• 10. 
Ib1d•1 P • 10. 
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and movies are today. 
Je might no look at t h e results of a ll t hese influences 
and consider the condition of the theatre and the drama at the 
outset of the ninetie ,. t h en Pinero decided to create a modern 
English d rama wo.rthy of admiration and attention. As he fOUJld 
the drsm.a, it was not only at its art istic nadir, but it also 
as unfashionable.. The t heatres were so uncomfortable ond vul.gar 
that euiti vated peo lo r.rould not go to them,: a D:l social prejudice 
against t he aotor was extreme. Pinero pictures the dishonor in-
to . ihich t he profession oot.i fallen in his pla7 "Trelame7 or the 
Well "• 1hen he makes actors · engage in a l011d and violent brawl 
i n a London dra ing room where they are visiting, and he is ·not 
caricaturing too grossly. It was· not until the Bancrotts had 
thetr t h eatres upho·lstered and taught their actors to speak good 
English instead ot• like Mre Telfin in P1nerota play, a language 
half'-coekney and halt hi-falutin, that the stage became respect-
able again.* Pinero played his part in this reformation,. and a 
s tudy of h is p l ays and technique 111 tell us how he was able to 
dra intelligent and cultured folk back to the t heatres and pre-
pare t h e 'l ay for the dramatist o~ today., who, though the,- may be 
scornful of Pinero's plays, neTertheless must admit his high 
p l ace and excellent contributions. 
\" ilson. Edmund, Sixty-Five Years of Realism, New Republic, 
June 17• 1925. 
a • 
. Arthur 1v1ng Pinero was born in London in 1855,. the son ~ 
a London solicitor. His ancestry is rather interesting. In 
race he is part Jewi.sh and part Gentil:e• and 1n blood, he is 
p B.X"t Anglo-Saxon and part Latin. His name is Portugese,. and was 
originally spelled Pinheiro. This name appears frequentl7 in 
Lisbon, indicating on street signa the locality of better mercan-
tile> establishments.* His grandfather, a naturalized British 
subjecst, sex-ved :tor a long time as a teller or the Exchequer, 
while his father :t'ollowed t h e law. 
The early life o~ Pinero was more or less uneventi"ul, 
similar to that of the son of an7 well-to-do English barrister. 
He was educated at private. schoola and his father looked to 
him to carry on the legal traditions of the fam117• He regarded 
with disfavor the dramatic craftsmanship of the young Arthur, 
and gav.e him no encouragement, but rather put him into his awn 
. -
l aw office, where Arthur,. with much distaste struggled with the 
intricacies of the law. 
By the time he was nineteen., however, he decided to de-
nounce the law, and tr7 h1s1brttme on the stage. In 1894, he 
was hired by Mr. and Mrs . cyndham, theatrical managers ot Edin-
burgh, and worked for them for about a ye·ar. His salary was a 
pound a week, and he worked hard for it. After . playing all 
kinds of parts at .short notice for about a year, the Edinburgh 
Hamilton. Intxooduct1on to Soc1al .Plays, p. 13. 
Theatre Royal was burnt down, and he was wi·thout ork. This as 
not for long, however, for he as soon of"fered a part in "Miss 
Gwilt" which as being produced then by Wilkie Ooll1ns in Liver-
pool . He also played the part of the groom 1n Collins' "The 
I Woman in Vlhite" 1 at the Globe Theatre in London. 
Later the same year,. Pinero was fortunate enough to be· en-
gaged by HeJU7 Irving, and he remained n .member of the Iiy"c8UJ!l 
Theatre Oompan)" for f'1 ve years • He still played small parts, 
and it was becoming more and more evident that he was not cut 
out to be an actor. In Birmingham, a frank critic once told him 
that his king in "Homletn was the verry- worst king the to~ had 
ever seen!::<¥.~ This was early 1n h1.s experience· with Irving, and it 
is generally agreed that his position was mare ot a soum 
"uti11tyn man .• t i th original ideas and means of expressing them, 
than it 7as of acting parts . · That Pinero te·lt keenly his lack 
of success along this ·line is very evident. assie tells a 
story current at this time,. when Pinero was very much hurt be-
cause Irving had been cutting his line more and more . A re-
hearsal was in progress, and the ~oung actor was sitting in a 
corner on a scenic property. IrY!ng, whose propensity for 
shortening and au.tting lines is well-known,. cast anxious glances 
at t he .face or his young asa1s tant. Pinall.y he said, sympa-
thetically,. "Ah,. '1117 bo~ • if you si ~ there, . y6U will cut yourselr." 
-
"Oh, it doeanttmatter, Mr• Irving,'" said Rr. Pinero, "our pal'ts 
are eut so much in this theatre that a cut or two more make . no 
difference . nH'"* 
He e onsiders that he established something of a theatrical 
.tJ- r.1assee , . ~. VI . • (t. • P~nero·,. 
fg05). P•· !. 
~~ Fyfe , Hamilton, Arthur Wing 
*** Massee, op. cit., P•· :t. 
In. J:,iv1ng Drama.tisfs , (Ne York, 
P1nel'o., (London. 1902) p .• 13. 
. I 
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record, by playing the rwo ~orst parts in Shakespeare -- Guild-
enstern in "Hamlet" and Solarino 1n "The Merchant of Venice' -
.for the longest consecutive runs ever known. Pinero especially 
complained or the agony of standing still for t h irty-five minutes 
during n trial scene '* 1thout speaking a word. 
All the time that he was on the stage, ho ever, Pinero as 
thinking more of play- iting than he was of play-acting. His 
experiences convinced him h e was hardly cut out by Nature· to be 
a noble and outstanding actor; and besides .giving him that neces-
s ary knowledge of the craftsmanship of acting, stood him in good 
stead as a basis for the subsequent development O'f his almost 
uncanny talent for directing the inteJ-pretive .e:f:t"orts of more 
able actors than himsel.t . In this instance 1 Pinero ·t s apprentice-
ship resembled that .of Shakespeare, ho also started as an actor, 
e. bad one from a ll accounts , and subsequently sucoeedod in exa lt-
ing h imself' to be an efficient stage director. 
Pinero wrote steadily, trying his hand t 11 k i nds of 
pieces . · In 1817, his f'irst work, a one-act piece called "£200 
a yearn as produced at the Globe Theatre at a b nefi t perform-
anee in behalf of rising young actor, mr. F. H. .1aekl1n. Th1s 
pi ec 11a s never published, am there have b een no rev1 vals of it. 
It ould perhaps , but for t h e name of the author. have died long 
ago. It deserves a place 1n theatrical historr. though. for it 
served to introduce Pinero, then only t went,.-two, to the public 
as a possible playwright.~ 
!nero had 11ritten t o :rr. Irving promising to supply him 
uith a play whenever one should be needed, but fo~ some time no 
* Fyte, op. o1t: 1 P• 13. 
** Holt,. Edgar. A Dram~=~tist J'ub11ee 1 Fortnightly Review, arch, 1928. 
ll. 
not ice . as taken of the oi'fer. When Irving did ask him to rite 
a p~ay end offered him fti't'f pounds, Pinero gave him "Daisy's 
Esca.p " hich was produced by Irving at the Lyceum. Irving 
prophesied that 1f Pinero went on as b had begun, he was certain 
t o a chieve success as a playwright. Irving himself' never appear-
ed in any p laya of' Pinero .• not even lat er on,. when Pinero had 
!lat 1onal recognition and established himself' as a maker· of 
masterpieces.* 
There is little to be said of' h is early plays,. except that 
they were successful enough to encourage h1m to give up acting 
and devote his ntire attention to the work of writing playa. 
In these early attempts th re as no evidence or· a su~rior 
t alent.,. or t hat his .rork was written eas1l'f and spontaneous!,-. 
Rather there is a demonstration of et'fort,. of labor and of de. 
termina tion. As he graduallJ' mastered his art •· he as able to 
conceal this effort, as he has so well in "Dand,- Dick" or · The 
Gay Lord Quex",. where the dialogue runs smoothly along. But 
even these., studied carefully, give evidence of ef.t"ort and labor . 
There is more or less general agreement that "The Money 
Spinner" was the first of Pinero's plays that showed promise of 
a decided talent.. Tbis was .first produced in MancJ:teater, 
November 5, 1880, and in St . James Theatre, London, January 8 1 
1881. Though this as his first attempt at a serious play, it 
established his claim to strength and origi,nal1ty and gave 
promise of better things•** Hamilton doea not share this view, 
and says that though there are one or t o theatricall7 ef.fective 
passages, t he general conduct of t he piece is crude• and that 
* 
** 
Hamilton, Social Plata, p .• 15. 
l4ass1e, Livilig Drama ist~, ppa. 6-7 ~ 
" the text :reads like a mere ped s trian i mitation of the 'com-
mercial ' French drama eurren.t at tha.t time."* 
The c haracter s a re commonp lace, and t a lk constantly t o the 
audience in s oliloquy and monologue, but the piece is good stage 
craft, It det:..ls v.< .. th a young wlfe, known as t he "".oney Sp1nner" 
\.ho che · ts at cards in ortlel'" to in money to pay off a sum h er 
husband has misappropriated f'rom h i s employ-er . Her do.xterity-
a.t cards i.s Tell learned, for her father is a gambling hall 
proprietor, arlfl she and her sister help to manage ~t. Tlle 
young Englishman ~ho i s cheated forgives t he fraud as soon a s 
he learns the eirou..'!lSta.noes. "Th Mone7 Spinner"·,. despite ita 
fault -s, is .interesting, effecti ve, 
The ne:xt year, Pi nero alternated "'l'he Money Spinner' with 
a comedy called "Imprudence"• Th1s was humorous and amused the 
gud1em immensely, . but it was slow-acting, a. little crude and 
rude in its humor. and brought no credit to the author. 
Pinero t s next venture "The Squire" was in most :lnsta:Dce.s 
better than "The Money Sp:lnnel*"• This play, Pinero's eighth 
effort_ was produced at s t • . Tames Theatre. December 29, 1881, 
with !;tr . and r!fr s. Kendall in the cast • . It b~gins veey well ith 
a. first act that is fin-e in structure and characterization,. but 
the cl-max i s disappointing and the ending r ather tame and 
hackneyed. A great deal of censure as heaped on Pinero after 
''The Squire" appeared, for mo.n7. believed t hat he had borrowed 
his ideas from Hardyfs nove l "Far from the Madding Cro d." 
Pinoro denied· this,. though he admitted reading the novel. M ter 
the production of "The Squil'ett he published the memorandum 1n 
~~ Hamilton, S~eial Pl&s, P•· 1.5. 
*·:t~ Fyfe, P • 20. 
his notebook gi vinao t h e idea on 11' ich the drama as based: 
"Tho not ion of a young couple, · secretly L"larried -
the girl about to become a mother - finding that a 
f' rmer Jif'e is still in existence. The heroine amongst 
t hose .ho respect and love her. The fuey of' a rej eo ted 
lover .. ho believes her to b a gu11 ty 'llvoman. Two men 
face at night 1m. Queey - kill the first dfe?" 
.Archer says that he bel1e"1es the resemblance of the play 
to tho novel, or rather the importance of the resemblance has 
been exaggerated. "It seems probable thnt the whole aet1on of 
the piece 1s original,. while the background as to sp eak. is 
borrowed from lfr• Hardy - a liberty which rAr. Pinero would have 
done . ell to aolm ledge, but hioh scarcely deserves the un-
sparing denunciation it has met v :t th in certain quarters. lib.-. 
!nero as mainlJ indebt ed to Mr. Hardy f or 'the scent of the 
hay ' ·• which, to use his own eXpression, he 'wafted over the 
footlights'. ·u-l:-
It .vas after the three early p l ays of' Pinero, "Daisy ' s 
Escape , " "Bygones," and nHester t·s l~ste171 that Archer said in 
1882:- "Each ·Of those shows sufficient promise to warrant a hope 
that we have !n their author a playwright ot genuine talent. 
whos mor mature work ~1111 take a prominent and honorable place 
upon the sts.ge in coming years"', and after the production of 
"tth S u1re", 11a thoughtful and e onscient1ous writer ith 
art.istic aims,. if not yet with f'ull command of h i s artistic 
means"•** 
Other earl y plays of Pinero have not been pr inted, anci are 
remeiP..bdred only by those v;ho saw them performed. One of them 
"In Chancery" was revived not long ago,. in the form of a musical 
** 
cher, William, Engl ish Dre.matists of' Tod&• - (London, 1882) 
Page ... 284-a. 
Ibid • . , pps . 270-1. 
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farce. J~nother "Lords and Commons", produced 1n 1883, s 
.founded on a Swedian novel. A current criticism says the play 
had faults enough to spare, yet seemed healthy and earnest in 
tone, and enter-ta ining 1n d tai l. P.reher t houe;ht the dialogue 
admirable, and t he character sketches original, and as very 
much surprised to fi.n:i it treated by other critics with r1d1-
* cule, contempt,and 1nd~gnat1on. 
Another early play, called "Low Water" was a resounding 
failure; and the unfavorable reception as perhaps justif'ied. 
One erit1c, in 1884, stated that the crying fault ot "LoVI 
Wa ter" was Pinero's sin ~ laugb.ing at sentiment and ridiculing 
pathetic si tuations that he had himself invented. "He irritates 
his audience to madness and he will .fail and go on f'a111n.;., so 
long as he neglects to study the principles of dro.mut1c effect •. 
It i.e of no use for a ny author to cry u!.th one s ide of his face 
and .g rin with the other. le 111 sympathize ith his tears and 
listen to his jokes, each in their proper place, but ten e 
take h is hands in sympathy, and he bursts ·out laughing 1n o'Ul' 
face. we think he is making a fool of' us._ and we resent it 
a.ocordingly. • This cr1t1c. it appears .• was pa.rticulsrly in-
ce nsed against P1ncro1 because t h e next morning h received a 
letter from him in hich Pinero said he didn't ant -t o produce 
t he pl ay, but t he control of it had passed out of' h i s hands 
and efforts to s top production were of no avail. He felt that 
Pinero was afraid .to def"end his own play against adver se public 
a -t {:· .. } 
. op>.~.n-on. 
NevePth eless, t his p l ay s ho ed an earnest desir to p ict ure 
* Archer; wm.; Lo.rds and Commons, The Theatre, Jan. 1, 1884. 
** The Theatre, r.Iay 1 1. 1S84. 
_'! 
some of the conditions o£ real life and he f' ailed because his 
ambition exceeded his tta.Oto~ 
SUch ·early plays as "The Squire" and "'l'he Weaker s x" 
indicated a clear a~bition of Pinero to establish h1msel!" as a 
drama t ist of a serious type of play1 called by the. French 
"dra.•·n.e moderne" • But as things ent, Pinero's initial successes 
ere in the qu1t·e different line o.:f" farce •. 
Archer, Old Dra~a and Ne , P• 286. 
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Farces of Pinero 
It .·as with the production of three brilliant farces that 
Pinero established himself' as a master playwright and eraft smm 
of the stage. He had already writte~ two conventional farces, 
"~ Rocket" and "J..n Chane ry" tor Edward Terry, whe n be r~­
oei ved nn urgent appeal from Al't hur Cecil and John Clayto:u, 
managers of t he Court Theatre., to write a play for them that 
woul d dl .. aw people to their theatre and leave them sat 1sf'1ed. 
Pinero im.rnediat e ly wrot e "The Magistrate"., produced ~n:aroh 21, 
1885 .. and this was one of the most sucee.ssful farces or modern 
times . 
The great success of "The .?.~agistrate" led directly to the 
production of three other no table tarees tor the Court Theatre; 
nano l y , "The Schoolmi stress" (1886),. "Dandy Dick" (1887), and 
"T.'.u.e Cab ine t ~11n1Rter" (1890). They were the work of not only 
a skilful playwright but of an original and delightful humorist. 
Here Pinero invented a nm~ standard of' f'aree, empha.s12lin 
ch..<tract er rat her thu..11 the old t ar!!e of' situation or intr~.gue . 
His a im was to shmv "possib le people doing improbable things" 
anrJ. to emphasize the humorous incongruity between an a rt11"1e1al 
~and absurd p lot. and a group of characters taken out of' aetual 
everyday l ife . 
It was a daring experi ment to try to amuse aud1enees uhi oh 
included so many friends and admirers of magistrates~ cabinet 
17. 
n inisters , and schoolmistre~ses. cmd show these aristocratic 
and highly respected personuges in absurd and undign!fi d actions, 
and to treat t hem "ilit h ridicule an.d satire. But tl:.is uas the 
purpose of the p lay _- to poke fun by -creating real people, shO'i7-
i ng them in their actual surroumings nnd r:rtllk !ng them ct in a 
h i ghly improbable e.nd yet possible way. A gre:: t deal of tact 
and 1::.ri t as needed t o do t is without causing m1noyunee and hard 
feeling . Pinero c.lid jus t this. His ~ it made people laugh, and 
they couldn't l augh and be angry too, and t he audience arxl 
Pinero kn .. it. The c haracter.s of .farce may be as rea l as their 
author can make them~ but t hey must nbt act as real people do. 
\'Je c an hardly imagine a dean., who c a red little for rnone7,, 
3Uddenly diseoverin~ that money cou ld,. b·e ma.de b7 betting on 
horses • ordering his butler to bet on horses for him, mak1r:g 
and giving the horse a bran mash so t hat he might run we11, a1d 
being arres ted f'or poisoning the animal. It 1.s this verr in-· 
consistency UPon uh1oh P!ne~o has based his faroe but he has 
dram1 his central characters so definitely that t heJ' remain 
real peopl e 1n spite of t he unreality of their actions. No one 
can read t hem 'vi thout feeling and appreciating tb.e1r humor . 
Of the thre ,. "Dandy D1elt" 1 considered all a z•ound, is 
probably the best . Th~ c h aracters are more d _y-elopoo ·- nd the 
s ituuti ons gror; naturall y out o:f the peculiarities of' t. se 
ohet"acters . A:r•ohcr beli eves t hat :t.f nDancl;r Di~!ttt ~nd othe:--
farces i. ere republished• v: ith fe•1er and better s tage direct!ons.-
fu~d per haps uith illustrations of va~ious characters so they 
could be vi .. ualized, 'che vould today still be :idely- read. * 
Archer, Villiam, The Old Drama and the New; (Bos ton, 1923) 
P • 297 • . 
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"The Magistrate" is the most h'Ul1lorous pe rha:;_)s, but it is t he 
mos t forced. There ar · signs her e and there of: u determination 
t o get a laugh out oi' anyt hing, and, after all - the idea of 
young ms.n nearly tuenty passi ng as a school boy or fourteen is 
rather far.f'etched• 
The story concerns .Agatha,. a. widow o:f thirty-five, who has 
a ~on o f' nineteen. !il et1ng and desiring to marry a magistrate, 
.1r . Poskot , sh e tells him she is onl~ thirty-c:me, and so,. of 
necef;Sity, .·.st bring the a ge of 018• he:r boy, do~lll to .fourteen. 









No:w,. 'le can tell each other our m1ser.1es 
undis turbed. ~ill you begin?· 
Well, a t last I am engaged to Captain 
Horace Vale •. 
Oh, Charley!' I'm so glad. 
Yes, so is he, he says. He proposed to 
me at t he Hunt Ball - in the passage -
TUesda;y week. 
~v.bat did he say? 
He said., "By Jove,. I love you a d"ully. ' 
Vell, and uhat did you s~? 
Oh, I said,. 11Well• if y ou're going to be 
as eloquent as all that, by J'ove,. I can't 
sta."ld out . " So we settled it in '&he passage. 
He bars .flirting till af'tel'" we 're married. 














Cheer up, . Aggy. What 1s 1t? 
~ ell, Charley, you know, I lost my poar 
dear f'irst husband a t a very delicate age. 
~ ell, you were f'ive-and-thirty, dear. 
Yes, that's what I mean. Five-and-thirty 
is a very delicate age to find yoursel~ 
single • You're neither one thing nor the 
other. You're not exactl7 a two-year old, 
and you don't care to pull a hansom. How-
ever, I soon met u-. Posket at Spa - bless 
' him. 
And you nominated yourself' for the atr1-
mon1al Stakes. Mr. Farringdon's The ~ idow, 
by Bereavement, out of r!ou.rning, ten pounds 
extra. 
Yes, Charley, an.d in less t l.an a month I 
went triumphantly over the course. But, 
Charley dear, I didn't carry t he fair 
weight :or age - and t hat's my trouble. 
' Oh, dear. 
Underva luing Aeneas's love, 1n a .moment of, 
I hope, not unjustifiable vanity, I took 
five years from my total., h1ch made me 
t hirty-one on my wedding morning. 
Well, my dear, many a misguided woman had 
done t hat before you. 










sequ nces? It has thrown everything out. 
As I am now thirty-one instead of thirty• 
six, a s I ought to b e , it stands to reaao:1 
t hat I couldn't have been married t wenty 
years ago, :rh ich I was. So I have had to 
fib i n proportion. 
I se - making your first marriage occur 
only fifteen years ago. 
Exactly. 
Well, then, dear, why worry yourself further? 
Why, dear, don't you see? If' I am only t h irty-
one now, my boy couldn't have been born nine-
teen years ago, and, if he could, he oughtn't 
to have been, because, on my own showing, I 
wasn 't married till four years later. Now 
t you see the result. 
\"Jhich is t hat, t hat fine strapping young 
gentleman over there is only fourteen. 
Precisely. Isn't it awkward? And his 
moustache is becoming more and more obvious 
every day. 
What does the boy himself believe? 
He believes his mother, of course, as a boy 
should. As a prudent woman I a l ways kept 
him in i gnorance of his age in case of' 
necessity. But it is terribly hard on the 




ambitions are all so horribly- 1n advance of 
his condition. His ~ood. his books , ~s 
amusements are out of' keeping \'ith his pal .a te, 
· his brain and his disposition; a.IXl wi th all 
t his suffering, his wretched mother has the 
remorseful consciousness of having shortened 
her offspring's lite. 
Oh, come, you haventt quite done that. 
Yes, I have, because. if he lives to be a 
hundred, he ~ust be buried at ninety-five. 
Cis, dressed in an Eton jacket, surprises and astonishes 
everyone he meets by his precociousness, and the music teacher 
and servants do not hesitate to fondle and kiss h im. All ot 
which Cis enjoys very much. The Magistrate has bumped into a 
friend of Agatha's first husband and the godfather ot Cis, and 
has invited him to lunch. Agatha, fearing tr.at he may me nti.on 
dates and dis·close ages, tri es to see Lukyn first, and goes 
secretly to a downtovm hotel, wi th h er sister. At the same 
time, Cis p ersuades his s tep-father, t h e magistrate, to step 
out w.t th h im to dine at a hotel. The four meet, but the cir-
cumstances are unusual and hilarious. The hotel has been raid-
ed by the police for remaining open after one a.m., snd to h ide, 
all run into one room. O:t' course, it is dark, and there are 
many s tumbles and pinches before Posket meets h is i:t'e under a 
t able. Fortunately t hey do not recognize each other. He and 
Cis manage to escape, but Agatha, her sis ter Charlotte, a m 
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Lukyn, are caught and are to arraigned before the judge at t he 
next court session. The nngistrate, next day, hearing his ife 
has not yet returned from a visit to friends, becomes worried, 
an d when the defendants come. in, without thinking or looking 
at them,. he gives them seven days 1n jail. The rest of t~ 
play deals ith h is efforts to get them out ag~1n , Which he 
does, explana tions a re made, and everyone is haPP7• · The hole 
thing, from beg1nn1~g to end is ridiculously absurd ard .farcical. 
One watches ith a knowing eye the amazertent and be Ulerment in 
-
' hich t he magistrate tries to understand how his step-son can 
be so young and still so v ise, . .far · be leads him a merry chase, 
and the magistrate is helpless in his ha:rxls• 
"The Schoolmistress" is a more preposterous farce than 
either "Dandf Dick" or "The ~agistrate", but the .fine character-
izations and witty conversations are delectable and refreshing. 
One can hardly imagine a prim, dignified schoolmistress spend-
ing her vacation as the star of a comic opera, or the ludicrous 
supper party arranged by the girls in honor of the mrriage of 
their chum. The characters, especially Pegg,- and Vere, stmd 
out more as individuals, but i t 1s the misadventures arxl mis-
understandings that remain longest in one's mind. 
Vere eket is unique , with his ins1gn1fi.cant person, ard 
his high and mighty vocabulary and pompous manner . He is the 
direct opposite to Admiral Ranking, the man .of action, \vho, 
hearing of the marriage of his daughter, wires back the simple 
' word. "Bosh" . Peggy Hesseler1gge, of the girls is especiall,-
v1ell drawn. She is the ringl eader and prompter of all the 
mischier. 
In "Dandy Dick" , t hough the s ituations are funny • it is the 
characters that e esre c1ally like and remembe~ s.D clear and 
d istinct people, especially t he Dean and h i s s porting sister 
"George Kidd". (Sir Tristram !rardon an.d Blare, the butler,. are 
gr eat. 
Three years l ater came "The Cabinet Minister"; but this was 
not nearly as good as t he previous pieces• " ~e might accept as 
possible the Secretary of State r.o plays the flute and allows 
h is wife to do t h e most deeperate things 1n her etfort to es-
c ape from many en tanglements. V: e might accept Lady Twombley 
wi th an effort, l::ut Joseph Lebanon. one cannot regard as any-
t hing rut a stock figure of lo comedy. He 1s extremely .funny, 
but never for a minute eonvineing. His sister, t1rs. Gaylustre, 
the pushing . fashionable dressmaker, is much more real. A low 
class money-lender with social ambitions w·ould not b ehave as 
Joseph behaves. Accompanying soeiaJ. ambition is always soxm 
f aint idea of s oeial conventions. The vulgarian ho likes to 
tell long tedious tales about h is own vulgar exploits has no 
f fancy for 11•hat Mr. Lebanon (excuse his humor.) describes as 
'the top of the social tree where t he cocoanuts ~ret . ·~•No, 
~. Lebanon is not observed f"reshly, but taken for granted be-
caus e ott the stage he does not exist. The rttst of the ch arac-
ters beyond t he f'our IOO ntioned, merely serve to fill u.p spaces. 
"The Cabinet Mi nister" is a play that can always be counted 
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* upon to amuse~ 'but i t goes no further than that." 
The next farce to be written by Pinero as in 1893~ a.fter 
------. 
he had written "The Second :11-s., Tanqueray"c. Indeed. Pinero may 
h ave wr1 tten this merry and fantastic p l ay by way of relaxation 
af'ter the more serious mental effort required by the tragic 
story of Paula. "The Amazons" 1 though_ highly amusing al'Xi farci-
cal, may be regarded as an evidence of' Pinero's versatality. 
for in order of accomplishment it crone between "The Second Mrs. 
Tanqueray" am "The Notorious J!Irs. Ebbsm1th" • Here Pinero did 
not try to criticize life or aolv·e sny moral or social problems; 
but merely played w1th the 'mannish womant idea, 1D. a sp irit of 
romance, a nd slight satire. "The Amazons", ·however, 1s founded 
on human nature, and its truths are apparent. There is a pathos 
in it and a power that was entirely lacking in his previous 
hilarious farces. For instance, t h e scene in which Lady Castle-
jordan tells how her hopes were blasted arouses our s ympath7 
not only for her, rut \li th the life she ha~ imposed on her three 
daughters (sons )a 
Lady Castlejordan: You knew Jack, rq hUsband. 
t 
r:r1neh1n: Ah. Yes, indeed. 
Lady · Castlejord.an: What was he? 
1JI1neh1n: A gentle giant. A grand piece or 
muscular humanity. In frame. the 
Vikings n1Ust have been of the same 
pattern. 




.. a nchin: (looking at her)• I've no excuse for for-
getting. 
Lady Castlejord!l!l; I was a fit mate for my husband. 
Minchin: Perfect. 
Lady Castlejordan: Even in Jack's time I never scal.ed 
less than ten stone,. and he could 
lift me as if I were a sawd~t doll. 
f 
Old friend -• 
I Oh. Old f'r,iend_, what a son mp son 
I 
and Jack's ought to have been. ( Sbe 
leans upon tbe gate.) 
Minchin: But - but - but - 1t didn't please 
Providence to send you a son. 
Lady Castlej ordan :. (beating the gate. ) oh! Oh! 
!inch1ni Come., come, do learn to view the 
t 
matter resignedly• 
Lady Castlejordan: ' ,, Girls. girls. 
Minchin: Vfuy despise girls? Many people like 
. ,. 
girls. I like girls. 
Lady Castlejordan: You can recal Noel1ne's arrival. I 
Minchin: 
as sure s he was goj,ng to be a boy -
so was Jack. I knew it - so did Jack. 
The child was to have been christened 
Noel, Jack's second name. 
Yes, I was up at · t l's Hall that night, 





smoking ~i th Oastlej ordan ~o keep 
h i m quiet. 
oor dear, I r emeMber his bending 
over me after ards a nd h1spering 
"Damn it, Miriam• you've lost a 
' whole s e ason's hunting for ~oth1ng. " 
Then the s econd -
Lady Wilhelm1naT 
Yes. Billy came next. J ack wouldn' t 
s peak to me for a c ouple of mont hs 
after that, the only fall-out we 
ever had. 
But yoU%' third, Lady Thomas i n -
Dearest Totnm7! Oh, by tha t time 
Jack a nd I had a greed to regard any-
thing t ha. t was born to us a a a boy 
and to treat it a ceordingly, a n:l 
far the rest of his lif'e 1n7 husband 
taught our three children - t here 
never was another ""' to ride, t'i sh• 
shoot, swim, fence, f1gbt, wrestle, 
throw, run., j'~lmp, until t hey were 
as hardy as Indians and their muscles 
burst the ,sleeves of their jackets. 
And, When Jack went, I continued 
thei:P old training, 0~ course, I -
27. 
1 recogn~ze my boys' li t t le de-
fieie~cie , but I ' mak~ng tr~ best 
of he great disappointment of my 
11!' , and I - rell, call me the 
eccent ric Lady Oastlejardan. 1hat do 
I care? ( She sits ip1ng her eyes.) 
The three Amazons themselves are cleverly dis tinguished; 
Toeline, t he average nice young . oman; 'v1lhel.m1na, essentially 
feminine; and Thomasine, the tomboy, mannish yet never rowdy-
ish. 1'}le three men m•e also cle·verly drawn and though t hey 
might stretch one ts belief and perhaps arouse some doubt to the 
readers of t he play, on t he stage they are ridiculously funn7• 
Before the present i nsistence on reality, it was possible 
to end a play iTi th a tag, but that convention has passed. To-
day ue have another, the quiet ending, such as "They all go out 
to dinner. ~' Such an ending., ·especially a t'ter an act hA.s been 
swept to a str ong emotional he i ght, is bad. On the other band, 
if the ending carries characterization or irony, or r eally-
illust rates the mean ing, this is •bat gives both ree.l value am 
genuine c limax. * 
In "The Amazons" tho acceptance of the umal by a ll the 
group who have been :fi.g h t1ng against 1t, is admirably il.lustra-
t ed by the s d te and ut t erly eommonplaae exeunt: 
Lady Castlejord : Lord Twe enwayes -
(:T v en ayes comes v'li th great dignity 
to Lady Castl ejordan. The g irls f'all 
Baker. Dramatic Technique, P • 222. 
back.) 
Lady Castlejordan; 
sieur de Gr i va.l - Lady \~ilhelmina.. 
Mr. Minchin ... Lady Thom2.~~. 
(The eouples are for med " and .all go. 
out sedately.)* 
Although "The Amazons" has chal'm nnd fun aplenty. and tmn7 
think strikes a deeper tone than !n any of the Other :tarceD of 
Pinero$ for ~self 1 I think I enjoyed the three othel" farces of 
Pinero more . 
Fyf-e** sums up the q1 al1t1es that give these farces special 
merit , "The ru.bstantia.l ree.l1ty of the c haracter drawing - not 
of central .figures alone, but 1.:umy o.f the subordina. t e characters 
as v1ell; tm ne. tural manner in v:rh1ch the plots and situations 
arise out o.f the idiosyncrosies of the people; the eae7 humor 
and wi t of the dialogue.. They are not valuable as pictures ot 
the J:lllnners of t he t1me .. t~ .theiP "milieu11 is t he accepted land 
of theatrical make-believe, ~1here people behave a s an Rverage 
audience like.s to think it behaves itself. They will s c arcely 
live, then, as Congreve a.nd Sheridan•s plays live. But trey 
\'lill not be willingly l et die,; at any rate by this generation."*~·"· 
( 1:\l"cher a rns no one t o despise the technical lessons to be 
learned from - d farce.) 
"The Amazo.ns ", Act III, 
Fyfe, PP• 52-53. 
(Walter H. Baker & Co., Boston) 
Collins , J. P. Plays of Pinero,. Quarterly Review, Ap~1l._, 
---L----------~ 1930. 
Sentiment~ Comedies 
Before. d1 seussing Pinero ts progress :and success with sen-
timental comedies, it might be well to stop and pay tribute 
to one of the fe men who aided and influenced him in his ap-
prenticeship and early :rork. Pinero once said to Clayton 
Hamilton, "It you ever write a history of our modern English 
Drama* be fair to 'l'om Robertson. It it hadn't been for Robert-
son, I should never have been able to do what I have done; and 
that applies also to the other fellows•"* Thomas Robertson was 
the only predecessor of the t o pioneers, 1nr. Henry Arthur Janes 
and Sir Arthur Pinero. As early as the 1860 'a, he had ex-
pressed the radical idea that life might be represented real-
istically in the theatre, and hat went upon the stage might 
be handled as that hieh ent on in actual life. His theor7 
and ideas• it is very evident now.- ~ere far ahead of his work, 
** for h is pl ays today are extremely artificial . Nevertheless, 
Robertson knew what he was talking about, and his plans and 
traditions were carried on b7 Pinero from his early plays to 
"Sueet Lavender" and "Lady Bountiful". Robertson, himself, 
wrote several successful pieces which netted him a fortune on 
the stage• and pointed out the new path Pinero was · to follow, 
but his attempts are now regarded as conventional, theatrical, 
. 
and a rtificial. They are no l:onger read because c4 the'ir ad-
* 
** 
Hmn1lton, Social Plays,pp. 10-11. 
Hamilton, Contemporerz Draa,, p. 1!1'1. 
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mitted unreality. but "his mani . .fest amb i tion 'to sho the very 
age am body of the time llis .form ard pressure ' i s till march-
i ng on and info:rm.S the work o£ r-ot only such immediate sue .. 
eessors as Pinero and Jones. but also such comparatively dis-
tant heirs as Mr. Gals orth:y' and h'. Barker."* 
There would have been no Pi.nero had 1 t not been f:or 
Robertson , says ~ 1111am Archer. nit as Robertson 1ho pluokf.d 
drama. out of' the slough of the f1ft1.es e.nd set it upon the up -
ward path aga1n.n"'~ 
Pinero paid a. gr acefUl homage to t his pion ee:r·,. the num nho 
paved the ay ror all his efforts and achievements, . hen he 
wrot his p lay- "Trelawney of the · .ells" . The mos t deserving 
and likeable e haracter in t he play is t he aotor-p l a:ymoight 
Tom Wrench# and he portray-s Robertson's J.e sson of introducing 
a natural and everyday tone to his p l ays, fox- 1t i s t only-
play in which he has drs: m his charaetera :from a ctual lif'e• 
In 1888, Pinero brought out the very light . nd .successful 
sentimental e omedy, "Sweet Lavender11 • Its theme was tr1 vial 
and its sentiment r a t her usual, but it . a s precisely s u.tted to 
t he taste of the oontempor9.17 generation and represen ts English 
drama of the 1880's at its best.*** 
It is not given much s ·erious treatment by cri tics . 
Le'7isohn c alls it a "sentimental hodge-podge in ~ich the ~ork­
ing girl turns out to be the rich man's daughter,"~~~while 
Hamilton says 1 t is "wish;y-wash'J and good)"-good,-:. n He em-
phasizes its suo~ess to h ow how easily Pinero might have b e en 
Hamilton, ~· eit . f PP• 10-11. · 
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lead to believe tha t t his as his f i eld and he need aim no h igh-
er. 
Arcler believes its success was assured by the admirable 
character study of Dick nhanyl, the good-natured, s ome hat in~ 
ebriated solicitor, ~ho was ever a gentleman. Phenyl, though 
often in a drunken s tupor, nevertheless proves a staunch friend 
to Clement and Lavender, and helps to amuse and entertain ~~s. 
Gilfillinn and runnie when they come to call. The plot does 
not remain long in one's memory, but the atmosphere of romance 
and yout h does. 
Although ~The We aker Sex~ was produced a year after "s eet 
Lavender" , it really belongs to an earlier period of Pinero's 
\"1ork. I t was t his play that Pinero offered to Clayton and Cecil, 
when in 1884 , t hey appealed to him to write a piece that ould 
pay in t he Court Theatre. ,Jr. Clayton was rather uncertain about 
the pqpularity of "The W'eaker Sex", and so Pinero offered "The 
U!agis trate" in its pl ace. The play, though considered by many, 
to be t h e least interesting of the Comedies, enjo7ed a most suc-
cessful run in 1888. It is interesting to note the various 
reasons hy critics nre rather scornful about the greatness of 
this play. Archer believes Pinero ' 's cri ticism of life is far 
too conservative and behind t he age. In his "Old Drama and New" 
(p . 289) he says he was very much amazed to find t hat t he title 
"The Weaker Sex" !las not used ironical.ly, but that the play "de-
liberately set forth to prove, by the most barefaced, psycholo-
gical juggery, that women were incompetent to t ake any serious 
part i n the non-domestic work of the world. n This Pinero tries 
32. 
to prove by s o iVing two middle-age '1: idows who are prominent 1n a 
feminist movement, but 1ho collapse into 'something like idiocy' 
the minute the prospect of a second marriage appears. The hero-
ine of the pl ay a ttemps to regain her lost youth, a lso her lost 
lover, but .she finds that he is now in love with he r daughter. 
The other, believes t hat her former masculine champion, ~.'l:r . 
Bargus , is proposing to her, hen he is really asking to marry 
her daughter. Her kitt enish acts only add to our irritation. 
Lady Vivnsh., lvho should have no other i nterest but her desire to 
"share the pr ivilege and penalties of t he other sex" becomes 
utterly incapable of carrying on the ordinary business of lite, 
wben she hears her daughter Sylvia is returning to t he continent: 
J..;ady Vivu.sh : I won t t o see Sylvia so badly. (Stamping 




(Shaking his head. ). Oh1 you strong-minded 
t 
oman. 
' I'm not. I mean I haven't s een her for so 
long. 
Dudley: They 're sure to be here almost directly. 
Lady Vivash: What am I to do till amost directly? 
Dudley: There•s the Co~ttee downstairs. 
Lady Vivash: (Impa tiently.) .oh! 
Dudley: :And your speech to prepare for tonight. 
Lady Vivash: I c an 't think of a nything no but Sylvia. 
Dudley: No - and it is from this materia l that e 
are to mould our Cabinet Ministers of the 
' future. 
Archer says it is rather mean to bring up this stu:ff• but 
he does so because later on many of the best works of Pinero are 
marred b y his f a iling to keep in tune with modern political and 
phi losophic 1 t hought.* 
In his adverse criticism Fy.t'e never mentions Pinero's con-
servativ~ v:tewpoi nts but rather attacks the t heme,. that of a 
mothe r a ni dau) 1 · , ~r loving the same rnan.·:"* The idea is rather 
distastef ul to _the average person and it is difficult to regard 
the situatton as pr obable. Philip Lyster and Lady Vivash,. ouee 
lovers 1 p_ tP.d after a quarrel, and he leaves England, hile she, 
for spite , marries another man . Eighteen years l ater Philip re~ 
turns just in time to meet and fall in love 1ith Sylvia. Lady 
Vivash ' s daughter. The fact t hat Lady Vivash could t a lk about 
her lover for eighteen years and expect to win him again after 
t hi s long time , taxes one's imagination, though,. of course1 it 
is entirely proba le. Pinero, as if" he himself were a hit doubt-
ful as to the truth of h is theme, provided the play ith alterna-
tive endings . In t he provinces,. he had Lyster and Sylvia marry, 
but in London the better and more rational· conclusion prevailed~ 
and Phil i p went out of the lives o:f both Sylvia and her mother. 
In a sent imental manner he ends it: 
Dudley: 
Philip: 
Oh! Philip, is there no way but this? 
None, You lmow it, Dudley. Once my shadow is 
tak:en from the lives of these women t here will. 
··~ Archer, Ibid.,. P • 290. 
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be light again. I pr ay to time to do t he. 
rest. Time 1;ill bless some worthier man t han 
I \""i th Sylvia t s s eet companionship, and t hen 
the first laugh from Sylviats lips r ill ake 
r.~ary from her long dream. 
"The Times" , a comedy in four acts,. was another of the 
Court series of drama. Here Pinero departed from his usual 
practice and had the pieee published and produced sirrru.ltaneously. 
This \vould, he hoped,_ "dignify a t once the calling of the a ctor, 
the craft of the playwright."* Pinero intended t his to be a 
c omic play, a :rxl there are humorous touches · in it, but t here is 
more of a human appeal and p athos than snything else. The 
characters are exceptionally well-dra.\m, and we eannot help feel-
ing sympathetically to..va:rds them even if they are social creepers. 
The plot of t his , like so many of t he others, is extemely simple. 
Mr . and r.!rs. P. Egerton-Bompas, having acquired a fortune , are 
no'D trying to gain social recogni tion. That t hey h ave succ eded 
q\lite well is evidenced by the fact that Beryl, t he daughter, is 
.. -~  . . 
·· 'ehgaged t o marry the son of t he Countess of Ri pstard.. Egerton-
Bompas is ticx:.,. d to death, ~or this means another step on the 
social ladder. They plan a big party, and prepare a guest list. 
Th 1r guests, i ntroduced to them by the parasitic Trimble, seem 
to be more or less the dusty fringe or English soeiety, and, 
t hough ~e should feel a scorn and contempt for t he Bompas '• who 
cater t o such parasites, we really feel extremely sorry for them, 
especial ly when we learn that Howard, the son, has married a 
Pinero, "TheT1mes" Introduction to,. 
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servant girl, Honora Hooley. This is a death doee to the 
Bom.pases but the enterpr_sing and crofty Trimble a lready has a 
plan and Bompas, hardly knov1it1g what he :!s doing, agrees. They 
pretend that Honora and her r:.tot her are weal th7 society folk, 
strangez•s to Englc:.Ild. This l"Use ,·.rol-.lt:s well until Timoth,- .t f Shane , 
u. P.
1
Bompas' thorn in the House , f'alls in love :rith .Irs . Hooley, 
and baa to be told the truth. Poor u!r. and llrs . Egerton-Bompas . 
To make matt~rs worse .. ~ ' Shm e says tbat he will s ay nothing i.f 
Bompas '"fill join his party in the House. Bompas is rumost mad 
·li th worry and doubt when _.rrs . Bompas , 7hom one believes,. tx•iea 
to like t h i s high society only because of her husbam,. asks him 
i.f he "rouldn 't like to go back to their old lite. 
' The characters in this play are admir ably d~awn, especially 
Bompa.s ani his wit'e 1 and t be parasit i c Trimble. At the beginning 
of the fourth act :hen all the troub l e is coming to a head, t he 
Bomp ... ses s:&.t together: 
Mrs. Bompas; Old man, do you remember t enty years ago 
when yoti ' d just sold our business a t Kenn:lng. 
t on and brought t he t wo shops which ere to 
grow into our pr esent colossal establishment? 
Bcrnoas: Rather, as ·1 r 1.t were yesterday .. 
Mrs . Bomps.s : And do you remember how e sat d ovm to@ether, 
you and I , and drew up an announcement to our 
old custome:rs? ••• Our ideas used to flow in 
those days , didn't they, old man? 
Bompas: I - I suppose it ~as because :e ~ere younger. 
36. 
Both togetheJ' (s.1gh1ngh Ah 'h• (He sits l>efl1.de her.) 
Bompas: But that was when we took a. house at Haver-
stook Hill; do 70u remeni»er'l 
f.tlrs . Bompas: ' ' 1 Do I remembet-. OUr f rst home this side . 
o~ the water . 
Bompas: (sadly) How we have got on s1noe then. 








Haven ' e? It was a nioe house, though. 
You think so beoause we did so much to it 
ourselves. 
I put up the short blinds .in the bedrooms 
with rny own hands - I know that. I 
preferred doing it. 
I hung eveey blessed picture in that house. 
I can almost f'eel the blisters from the 
cord now. 
I ronder wh at we would think of' it all to-
day if e eould see it again. 
Not much - after this. 
I suppose not; we•ve got on so since then, 
haven't we? 
Rather. 
Both together (sighing): Ah 1h! {She gentl7 puts. her 
hmd in his .) 
Mrs. Bompas :. 
Bompas:: 
Our first big haU'-past-seven dinner party; 
do you remember! 
Yes., by Jove, i ·t•s astonishing how we've 
got on since •••• 
Hrs . Bompas: Percy, old man" do you ever feel you'd 
like to go b ackt 
Bompas : Back? 
Mrs. Bomp as : I mean ~ to keep our e xper ience but to go 
back to t he cont~mted, stmple pnrt of t he 
old times . 
Bompas : It ' a no good i7ishing that,. C~.ara. \ /hen 
you 've got knowledge you've got &verythi ng 
else. I t seems to me there's onl7 one 
thing to do in this world - to go on; even 
if' you tre on the wrong road, Clara, M7 dear, 
get on, get on. 
"Trelawney of t he We lls" appeared 1n 18981 and enjoyed a 
moderate success . Critics are more or leas m::tanimouslJ' agreed 
that this is one of t he best pieces 'ot Pinero• although it is 
not likely to be reckoned among those hich give him his name . 
I t 1 t he :first pl ay, and I belieYe the only one, in hich the 
main characters are t e.ken :from actual lU"e,. 
I t is thought to b e a beautiful and generous tribute t o 
Thomas Robertson, t he pioneer ho paved t he w.ay tor Pinero's 
success . The personal c iroumstances of' Tom ~rench are not 
those of Tom Robertson; but the c.rt is t i c h istory is identical. 
In the fiJ-st act,. before his worth is realized,. rench meets 
h is old associate , Imogen Parrott, who, having secured ap en-
gagement , patroniz i ngly says : 
38. 
Imo.gen: \'lliat e.bout your plays? Aren 't you. tring to 
:vr1te any pi 7B just now? 
Tom: ;1 ' Try.,_ng. I am doing more than teying to write 
plays. I am vrr1t1ng plays. I have written 
plays. 
Imogen: Well? 
Tom: My cupboard upstairs 1s choked with 'em. 
Imogen a Won't a.n)"one take a fanc7 - ' 
Tom: Not a suff1c1e~tly violen t tano,.. 
Imogen.a You lmo "• the speeches were : so short and had 
such ordinary words in , them» in the pla7s you 
used to read.to me--no big opportunity for the 
leading-lady, iVrenc.h. 
. Tom: _II ' 'yes. I strive to make r:r:r people talk and be-
have like _ live people,. don't I - - ! 
Imogen ( Vaguel7): I suppose you do. 
Tom: To fashion heroes out of actual• dull ever}day 
men - t h sort ot men. you see smoking cheroots 
in the club u1ndows in st. James StreetJ and 
heroines trom simple maidens 1n muslin frocks• 
Naturally" the manag~rs wont t stand that. 
Imogen, Why,. of course not. 
Then when Rose Trelawneyts rowdyish. friends come to Str 
WL111run Gower's drawing-room in C'avendish Square, 1n a snatch 
o:f' dialogue , Tom says: 
Tom: Thi·s is t he kind of chamber I want for the first 
act of my comedy .. 
Avor•ia: Oh, lor',. your head t a continv.ally running on 
your comedy. Half this blessed evening -
Tom: I t ell you. I won 't have doors stuck here• 
there and ~everywhere; no• nor Vlindows in all 
sorts of impossible places! 
Avonia: t Oh, rea-lly.- t~ell,. when ;you do get your play 
accepted, mind you see that [r. 1anager gives · 
you e xactly whet you ask for - · on ' t ;yo~? 
Tom: You needn ' t be satirical,. 1f you are wet . Yes,. 
' I Will • . (Pointing .to ti".Le left.) \ 'indon on the 
one sid (Pointing to the right.) 1 dooro on the 
other - just · 1: here they should be, architeetur-
all ,. And locks on the doors, real locks, to 
. ( work; and handles - to turn. Rubbing his hm ds 
together gleefully.) . t Ha, ha. you wait . ' wait -. 
LateP . hen Imogen raised a fe hundred pounds to produce 
Tom' s comedy, "LU'e•, w s that Pinero has made Wrench's 
ideals - dialogue and realistic scenery .. eome to be realized 
for "lhat they are orth. Archer says that he does not lmow 
anot her instance in ~ hieh dramatic history has been so 'faith-
fully ond yet so livingly dramatized•'* The characters, es-
pecially Rose and reneh, are admirably and realistically drawn. 
Rose is cons idered one of t he most attr~ctive figures on . the 
English stage . As one cl~itic says " 'Trelawney of the Wells t • 
uhatever els~ it is, is ~rue in itselr• and convincing all 
Archer. Old Drama and Ne , P• 315. 
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through. It shows no 11 ttle of the stamp of the Englteh g~nius 
that app ars in Gilbert and (.'lullivan., the high s pirit , the 
s anti nt , the sly und elusive .gaity, tho melodic htm and the 
delight in varied• heavily underscored and f •.ntastic character-
izations. Its mood 1 at least authentic.•• 
There are t~ee other plays ot Pinero tha.t I should like 
to mention before e make a study of his serious plays and 
technique thnt makes him a master cra.ftsman. These plays are 
certainly not farces, and the-y- are not altogether plays o-r 
sentiment. Rather·, r. r. Pinero is inclined to poke a little fun 
at sentiment and to indicate some hnt that 1t may be a ve'r'T un-
s atisfactory basis on uhieh to build one's life. They might be 
cla ssified under ·satire .. for in ee.ch of the three, Pinero sought 
to throw reflections upon social life. These plays are "The 
Hobby Hor tt (1886); "Lady BountifUl" (1891); arrl "The Princess 
and the Butte~ly" {1897). 
"The Hobby Horse" is an interesting. ·pleasant, and amus-. 
ing piece. Its fun 11es principally 1n the characters and the 
e lements of pathos and humo~ are so mixed as one would find 
them in a ctual life. However, the plot is rather f ar-fetched, 
for it cert 1nly requires a stretch o:f the imagination to be-. 
lieve t hat n man ould really set up on his own lawn a home for 
decadent and degenerate jockeys, and hope to put a minister in 
charge of such a group. Ther e are also innumerable coincidences, 
but ue do not mind t hese especially since they help to present 
Noel Brice and Mrs .• Jermyn to u s . \"'e are not allowed to become 
sent~mental over Noel's love for l.[rs. Jermyn am this may be 
* Young, St ark, Trelawnez of the Wells, New Republic, Feb. 16, 
. . 1927. 
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one r e ason ·Jhy t he piece d!d not gain a great amount o~ popu-
l arity. The playgoer of 1886 :felt t hat he had been robbed c4 
the denoument he had fl. r i ght to expect, and to send the poor 
young man about his business as n unheard ot departure f't-om 
precedent . * Ot course,. the unf'ortunate Mr. Jermyn should have 
f a llen a v i ctim to the "maladie du cinquieae acte"·, m d the 
t h-ng vJ u ld have ended wi th another marriage. 
T. e 1 at ork of the Robertsonimn eriod -s s "Lady Bounti-
ful" • pr oduced 1n 1891. Its .first three acts are very able and 
b eaut iful,. but ita success was weakened by the .fourth act, which 
instead of bei ng short and to the pobt., 1s dragged out by 
elaborat staging and by the monotonous and tiresome gossip o.f 
pe asants. U Pinero eould be persuaded to re-write this f"ourth 
act it mi gh t ven now be revived with success.** 
"The Princess ani the Butterf'l7", produced in 1897, is 
a charming but not very import~t romance. The ostensible sub-
ject of t he play is t he malady ot middle- age. **".:- Both the 
~rinces s Pannonia. and Sir George Lamorant have reached this 
period of· 11f'e., . and make up their minds ~o end their p l atonic 
friendship by a marriage, hich will enable them t o grow old 
gr acef'ully together. They are attracted to each other b7 a 
moderate tenderness. based partly on convenience m d pa.rtl7 on 
esteem. Ho ever, as events turn out the Prince.ss f'alls really 
in love 1i t h Edward Oriel.~ a gravely reserved yo~ man. while 
La.mor ant, a l most ithout realizing it falls in love wi th Fay 
Zuliami,. a young Indian g i.rl, whom he b!ieved to be his brother 's 
Fyf'e , P • '79. 
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e · a m the Princess try to c onclude their half-he-art ed 
b argain,. but c annot,. and .• · st g o to youth for consolation md 
happiness . The p l ay ends to the tune of a Hungarian march 
cal led "A · .6erl1m m1nd1g Ugu mare.d" ·which ac c ording to Pinero, 
means "Love i s ever young" . The l a st t o acts are s. ill f'ully 
orr nged, and we accept ' 1 thout question Pinero ' s conclusion. 
So far in this d:tsouss1.on I have tried to present a pic~ 
ture o:f the early J.ite and apprenticeship of Pinero and hi·s 
efforts, t hrough hi plays ~ to regain again for the English 
dr&~a the place it onee held. The early p l aya included s hort 
one and t o act piec s~ farces, and sentimental comedies. and 
all appeared ,. 1ith t h e exception of a few that I t hought best 
t o ment i on and get out ot t h e ay,befor-e P1ne:w:-o's ·:first reall7 
important d r a "Th Second r, s. Tanqueray", I have made no 
effort to go i nto the technique of t he s e minor plays, nor have 
I t hought it orth hile to mention a ll t he pla ys ·he had written 
si... e this 'lould be t aking too much time and the results ould 
n o t arra it. Befor discussing Pinero's social p l ays,. e 
shall try t o understand t he devices and methods he uses to make 
his pl ays pel?f'ect specimens of craftsmanship., and e mny 1:f' 
necessary, refer back to t hose pl ays a lready mentioned. 
Befor 1893, when Pinero startled critics by "The Second 
1lz>s . Tanqueray'", he made his first attempt a t serious drama 
wit h "'lhe Profligate• . This serves as a transi tion between his 
minor and great plays. 
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The Pro1;11gate 
"The Profligate" wa·s Pinero's first attempt a t a really 
serious drama., a nd though today we may think 1 t terribly anti-
quated,. in 1899, it was hailed, and justl:,r so, as the strongest 
pieoe of original drama t hat the stage had sean for many :;rears.* 
The theme of the p lay. that the past sins of a profligate 
will be vis ited on his future, is fundamentally s.ound,. and al .. 
though he uses a fe~ stale conventions and coincidences to 
pursue his theme to tha bitter end, hi::J honest7 of purpose and 
s incerity of treatment oblige one to overlook them in one's en .. 
joyment of the play. To prove more i n earnest, Pinero ~ollowed 
the fashion of the da7 a ni added a sub-title, "The S:1ord or 
Damoclea". T'.ais adherence to a Pl'actice t hat was slo't"il7 dy1ng 
out partially indicated that Pinero as trying t o e stablish a 
bridge bet ween the old comedy of nanners and a raore s e •ious 
form o:f drama.** 
The horoine, U;>sJ.j_e Brn.denell, fresh out of s chool• has 
mar~i d a young man named DUnstan Rensha\ 1 whom She believes 
to be everything t r..at is b e 'lutiful and good, She is terribly 
s hocked and su:rprised uhen she finds out tha.t her usband is m 
int ima te friend of a certain Lor>d Dane;ars, a nobleman of de-
bauched reputation and character. At the Florentine Villa where 
Leslie and Duns tan are s pending t heir honeymoon,. idyllically 
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happy, there arrives by "an awful freak of fate" a certain Janet 
Preece, who had been ruined and deserted by a heartless profli-
gate • As a he is telling t he sympathetic am kindly Leslie her 
sordid story, Janet cries out 1n fear when she seea Lord Dang8Jts 
and Duns tan Renshaw coming toward the 'Villa • Leslie be·l1eves 
Dangars is the man. Her id~als and happiness collapse, however, 
when it is shown that Janet has never seen Dangars before, and 
reveals Dunstan as her betrayer. Leslieis heart is broken, and 
Dunstan ts pain is terrific, for he reall7 and t:rul7 loves this 
innocent and charming wife ot his• Believing that he can never 
run away from his past, and that Leslie can never forgive him, 
Dunstan commits suicide. 
The situation Where Leslie def'in1 tely learns of the shame-
less past and lecherous conduct of her husband' although built 
on almost improbable coincidence, is especially dramatic and 
he ightened by many sk1llfullJ devised ci~oumstanoea, All 
through the plat we see a sword of Damocles, hanging over some-
onets head, and confident that it will fall at the fated moment, 
we a re illing to overlook the events that bring us to that· time, 
We are aware from the begtnnibg of the unpleasant reputation ot 
Dunstan and we wa1 t in breathless suspense tor Leslie to t 1nd 
out also. This effectiveness haa nothing to do with whether we 
agree or not with the theme 1 or whether Leslie had the right 
to expect her husband to be as innocent and good as herselt. It 
we regard the nature of all women to be that ot . Lealie, then the 
situation has a certain poignant feeling tor us, but it must b4 
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rdmit t ed that the moral presumptions of the play are a little 
t oo simple, and it d oes not seem as tf Dunstan should re.a11y 
feel so badly that he lould end his life, especially since pre-
vious to his marriage, he h ad been so callous and heartless . · 
The hei.ghtenedsituation of' ·the third act is brought 
about by a ser ies of' coincidences and cbanoe that would be un-
thinkable in the more .mature plays of the auth01~ .* Leslie , +.he 
ward of Mr. Cheal, has no home,. and so the bridal pi rty meets 
a t Jr . Cheal's. office befor proceeding to the registrar's. 
They have· no sooner left1 than chance brings Janet Preece who 
has been betrayed and deserted by Dunstan._ (under an assumed 
rirune),. to the offiee where she tells her p1.tif'ul st.ory to Hugh 
t turray. She cannot describe her seducer,. but she can dra~ him, 
and Hugh recognizes the picture. Her coming to the office is 
not in itself a pure coincidence: for Janet happened to come 
to London in t he same t r ain g i th Leslie and her brother Wilfred, 
and he, realizing t h e g i rl was in great distress, had urged he1'" 
to see his lawyer, and had given her his address. Up to this 
point coincidence has not pla7ed such a large part. It i.s onl7 
natural that Janet and Leslie should live in the .same to\m m d 
that VJ11fred should o·ffer his aid and advice to a :7eeping and 
be ll'ildered young woman. ltnd so we think the circumstance re-
markable but not improbable. But 1n the next act. a month late~ 
when Janet, by pure chance, stumbles weary and footsore, into 
the very villa wher e Leslie and Dunstan are spending t heir honey 
- moon, e feel perhaps that Pinero. is expecting us t o bel~eve a 
* Archer , Pl aymaking, (Boston,. 1912) PP• 290-291., 
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l ittle too much. There is no f a5.rly coherent sequence of eYenta 
that 1ould lead us to 'believe that Leslie and Janet should meet 
a in i n this · ay. There is no doubt that the eventual meeting 
: ~ . 
of Janet and Dunstan is effective, but _. it might have been 
reached by another and neater way. wl.th the element · of chance 
and co1nc~denoe reduced. 
·- .. . . 
. . - ' 
The characters do not stand out as distinct# individual 
people, but merely serve to illustrate the theme. The standard 
bear r of the ideal - retributive justice - is the senttmental 
Scotch lawyer, Hugh ·r _ Y• Murray is a tender-hearted and 
romantic olQ. tello , ··hose moral and ethica1 preachings seem 
sadly out of place,. especially considering the people to hom 
he preaches • . ~Turra-yis sentimentality suggests the idea that 
Pi nero was still under. t he direct influence of Robe1•tson, although 
he sho :vs more · skill and _power than Robertson ever thought of 
having. 
In the early plays of Pinero there is a great deal of 
ex trinsic ornament 1 especially of that meto.phor":'hunting which 
was one of the · characteristic forms of euphu1am, * and this is 
very evident in 11The Profligateu. Dunstan Renshaw, speaking to 
Hugh !ltlrr$y1. believes t hat "marriages of contentment are the 
r eward or hu sbands who have talten the precaution to sov their 
wild oats rather thickly", and the Scotch . lawyer replies: 
t Contentment. Renshaw, d·o you imagine t here 
is no sutumn i n · the ~ife of a profl!gatef 
Do you think there is no moment when the 
Dunstan Renshaw1 . 
. . 
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· accu.~ed crop begins to .rear its 
millions of heads above groundJ hen 
the rich man ould g~ve his wea.lth to 
tread them back into the earth hich 
rejects the foul load? Today you ha.a 
robbed some honest man of a s eet com-
. pan1on: 
' Look here, ~. Murray ... 
Tomorr-ow, next week, next month, you 
may be happJ' - but what of the time 
when those wild oats thl'ust their ears 
through the very seams of the tloor 
trodden by the wife whose respect you 
' will have learned to covet. You ma,.-
drop her into the crowded streets -
there is the same vile growth springj,ng 
up from the chicks of the.pavement. In 
your house or 1n the open, the scent of 
the milde ed grains always 1n your 
nos trils, and in your eara no music 
but the wind's rustle amongst the fat 
t 
sheaves . And, orst of all, your wi.fe 's 
heart a granary bursting with the load 
of shame your profligacy has started 
' there. I warn you - Mr. Lawrence Ken-
t 
ward. 
I f this p assage \'Jere compared with one in a 1 .t er p l ay, 
such as "1.tid-Cha.nne1", e might suppose· t hat a hundred years 
las be t een t hem, ins tead of only . .about twenty. 
The English and American plays o:f t he 1880's and 18 O': 
show many- instanc~s of theatrically- e:f'f'ecti·ve endings , orhich 
are not alway-s the most probable, but which are :forced upon t he 
characters by t he conventions Q:f the times. A young woman ho 
· had parted :from her virtue, regardless o:f the circumstancee, had 
to make reparation by death. This was usually- brought abou,t by 
some l ingering and wasting disease that as not very clearl.,-
de:fined. A young man,. in similar circumstances, as usually 
u ved from death, provided that at the right moment be should 
J". be repented. " Pinero, writ i ng ~hat he regarded as the logical 
ending of t h e pl ay, had Dunstan commit suicide., but he was 
forced by t he sentiment a l i ty of h is public to keep Duns tan 
Renshaw a live, and had him change his mind before drin;dng the 
f'atal cup. His t a te has been a matter of controversy- ever 
sine • 
Baker feels t hat the original ending of Pinero i s dispro-
portionate and too heavy penalty. "I·t is not that · e judge 
Renshaw ' s delinquencies to be over-punished by death - that 1 
not the quest.ion. The fact is simply t hat the characters are 
not large enough, true enough, 11 v1ng enough, that the play 
does not probe deep enough into human experience - . to mate the 
unjust. intervention of death seem anything but an incong:ruity. "** 
** 
Pinero's original decision as endorsed abroad because it 
Baker,. _George P., Dramatic Te~hnique• (Bos ton, 1919) P.255. 
Archer, Playmak1ng:,_ PP• 358-359. 
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w s f'elt that t he real ::t.ssue lay ·;_th t h. ethic 1 q1 · s tion a r.d 
not ~ith any character.· 
Pinero ' s apprenticeship, though promising f'rom the very 
beg inning, as. nev rth 1 ss , long and laborious.. There is a 
trndi tion among playwright tha. t a drematic author must have 
mnn:y plays "killed under h im"· before he can hope for muol; rec og-
nition as a good dramatist. "The Second Mrs . Tanqueray" 1 :rhich 
initiated the modern English drama, as the 28th in the list of 
Pl ays that Pinero had produeed. He as thirt7-eight years old, 
and had a lready written tuenty-seven f"arces and sentimental 
comedies before attempting serious drama. ~ben a dramatist 
tsnds alone in a generation, as Pinero did, ith f'e or no 
pr decessors , he ha to become more or leas a p~decessor to 
h i mself, and bef'ore Pinero won nationa · r cognition as the 
greatest of the living English p laywrights, he had l on hi ay 
only by hard work and continual practice. This experience stood 
stolidly behind ~. and h ad a deep significance, for conscious-
ly or unconsciously he absorbed theories and principles or true 
drama wh ich h ave taken the race centuries to learn.** 
"In the successful drama he kne that there must be 
great human emotion, that this emotion b7 force of natur must 
lead . against strong opposing forces to some def"1n1te action 
in dr mna and eannot be separated, but must be bound together 
by definite and certain relations . " He learned to develop his 
story t 1 th a nice arrangement of dialogue and action. "Seen 
on s cene,. he develops the causes leading to th great action, 
* 
** 
Collins, QUarterly Review, (J'. P. Collins,) April, 1930. 
~assee , Liv1~ Drarnotists1 P• s. 
so. 
step by step he · orks out t he results; la '1ng that every im-
portant effect , must be realized on the tag t.u:d not left to 
the imagination of t he audienc e . "* 
Ibid, P• 6 • 
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Technique. 
The technique of any dramatist may be defined roughly 
as the mys , methods, and devices :for getting. a desired end.* 
The majority of critics , regardl ess h ow little they think ot 
the impol,tanoe md ~rorth of Pinero's plays,. in all .fairness 
to him, . are bound to and do say that he is a " t echnician p . 
excellenc e·" · I t is rq aim in this p iece to f'1nd out t he ays, 
methods •· and devices used by Pinero to gain him this reputation 
as a master craftsman. Since h~s n ame rests primarily on h1s 
social p laya since 1893 to 1910a and as I have e lready given a 
general view of his t ·arc e and sentimental p ieces, it ma7 be 
best t o study this technique from hia social . playa. 
Theme and. Plot 
A theme may mean t wo things: a subject of a play or its 
story. The former is the conventional senae:l and practica lly 
every play may be assigned one t heme or mother.~}<Ro The plot 
usually consists of carrying this theme to a de.sired end. 
Pillero•s t hemes seem to fall i nto several classes, a ll of 
which emphasize some social convention. 
* Baker, Dramatic T~e>hhlq,i~ - P~~-~; -= .· - -.· - __ ___ .. _ ... _ -
~~~- . 1\r(}her, Plazmak1ng, P• 16 •. : 
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1. A Conflict with Social Environ1 cnt!t 
This seems to be a favorite theme irl th Pinero. The stoey 
of Dun tan Renshaw sho s that a l'I1ru:l cannot ~acape from his past. 
The story or ftThe Second rtt-s . Tanqueray' emphasizes this Sanl 
.fact as it applies to a woman. Paula• like Rensha: '1 1 wanted to 
leave behind all that had marred her lire, but S1 e .found it al ... 
way dodging her footsteps. IIP.r past 11f'e had been a blot 
against the social convention that required her to live a 
decent lite. Paula.is past was far from this, and her efforts 
to redeem herself were futile. As men end omen shape their 
lives so must they live t hem to the end. Paula' s suicide 
emphasizes this •. 
The plot is as f'ollouss At a dinner in his ap artment 
Aubl"ey Tanqueray announces to a few men friends his coming 
marriage to s • . Jarman, woman ot unsavoUl'T reputation. 
Since t h is is so-! he believes they will no longer care to as-
socia te \"itb him, an d this is to be a f'arewell gathering. 
Aubrey has a daughter Ellean, ho has lived all her lite :!n a 
convent . She is very much like her own mother, cold and dis-
tant , especially towards Paula, hom she considers an intl'Uder. 
Paul a, trying her best to be friendly, resents Elles.nt~ aold-
ne s , and al.so Ellean ' s friendship with Mrs . Cortyelon, a .friend 
of the .first 1frs. Tanqueray. Aubrey welcomes the friendship, 
for he secretlY' believes that Paula might conta..'111nate the s pot-
less. Ellean. Ellean goes to town with J1'rs. Cortyelon, m d 
there meets and .falls in love with Captain Hugh Ardale. She 
writes and tells her father but the l etters a r e intercepted bJ' 
Paula in a fit of jealousy. She gives Aubrey t he letters, ho -
ever , and full of remorse, tells him how she got them, but not 
be.fore Ellean retlli'D home. Hugh Ardale enters the living roo 
to find Paula alone. They are mutually surprised m d we learn 
that Hugh had been one of tire . Tanquero.yt.s past sui tors . Paul 
insist she must tell Aubr Y• and HUgh leaves in a rage . Paula 
tells . · Ellean is heartbroken# and reprimands Paula boldly am 
stingingly 1 a.i't~r whioh Paula goes to her room and conun1ts 
suicide. Ellean then realizes Paula had her interest at heart 
and blaii, s herself' for t he tragedy. · 
ttThe Notorious •/Irs . Ebbsmit h" ( 1895) had also def'ied 
convention, and if' Paula Tanqueray c ame to grief' by using matri-
mony as a socia l mask, I;Jrs .. Ebbsm1th t ails because she bas 
flouted it ,. and has built her he~pes of a n intellectual union 
on wret ched and lTe~ material. Her hopes to live with I.uoas 
Cleeve \vithout t he social convention of mnr:r1age , bring her 
into eonflict wit h everyone she meets. 
Agne • a l'lido 1 '\"lhO has led a most unhappy married 111'e# 
has met and cared tenderly for Luc as Cleeve during a l ong 111-
n ss . Lucas :who craves attention and praise, has separated 
:from h i s uif'e . Living rith Agnes , he is in danger of losing 
his h igh· position and the prestige he has gained in the English 
House . His father and wife beg him to c ome home, but he re-
fuses . Agnes}posing as LUeas' wife_. snd trying to keep t heir 
friendship purely platonic, .f~.nds hersel£ .falling 1n love rl t h 
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him. Fearing she is losing him, she dresses 1n smart clothes 
and pro es to be a beautiful woman. Ho ever • after a talk i th 
mrs. Cleeves ,. she persuades Lueas to go home. She plans to go 
a ay nth Gertrude Thorpe• but Dleas pursues her. In the' end 
ahe oonnnits su1oide. !t is a powerful 'story 1n disillusion. 
The theme of "Iris" enables the autbor to sus tain and in-
or a. e the tension up to the very ~lose. Iris• plight differs 
from t he others in that she is controlled by her situation, 
rather tha..n being in 1~u.atS.OD from hieh she is trying to 
extri~ate herselt • Pinero accounts for her ruin by her passion 
sno. eakness , especially t h e latter.·~ The themes o£ "Letty • 
and "Iri u are conplementa.ry to each other. "Iris 1 is the 
tragedy of' a oman ith the sweetest nature, but no moral 
stamina or no backbone; s to speak. Lettytt is the trag1o 
co .. :. :-:. --J ·of a. girl ho had plent7 of backbone.** 
The p l ay begins ith Iris t f'are 11 dinner r.arty before 
she goes to the Continent f'or the su1mner. ch1e 1 an ol<:\ friend,. 
tells her t hat her friendship wi th Trenwith, a penniless , ·young 
man, is oaus 1ng gossip and t hat she should either marry h im or 
g ive him ~P• It she marries she loses her ~ortune and She can-
not stand povert7• ~s.ldonado, a wealthf Jew., remains behind 
after the others hnve gone., a nd to ease her .conscience one way 
or t he other• ~is promises to marry htm. Ho ever, seeing 
Trenu1.th later~ she realizes she · loves him, ar.d breaks her wo 
to Maldonado. Six eeks late~ Archie, who had invested all 
Paula 's money .• has absconded, and she :J,.s penniless. Trenw1th 
Clark, - .oderlil Drama, _ P• 232• 
cher, Old Drama and New. 
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begs her to go to Canada ,;1i th him and i;hoy :rill start together. 
Iris has not enough courage f' or this , . but promise t a1 t until 
TrenrTith has made enough to come and get her. 'renuith goes 
a my ui th that understand-ing• Mean'li hile r..aldonado hll.S left 
uith Ir1 , a checkbook,_ and in a moment of despair and :tear 
she used i t, thus putting heroelf into his po er. The next 
time "' e meet Iris 1t is two years later* and she 1s settled 
in Maldonad.o ' s apartment. Later Trenwith canes bank. · She t ells 
her story, and begs f'orgivene s . Tr nw1th sajs he 1s sorey and 
leaves . Maldonado, who has been e vesd-c-o p1ng1 censures Ir1.., , 
and then puts her out. This Si1nply statee bare .tacts. The 
nethods of dramat ,_c composition are excellent. 
2 . Depi ction of l iddle Class Li.te.t. is another theme that Pinero 
uses in several or his p l a7s • 
In The Benefit of the Doubt• ~s . Fraser pictures the 
tragic l''esults of' tbe ' ben fit of· the doubt' a:rrl affords lc:; t 
of food for thought . Mrs . Allingham has sued her husband for 
d!v oroe_, nanr:.. _ Theo as the oman. The judge, in. decidin.g the 
case gives Theo the •benefit of the doubt '• Thus no on is 
sure r.rhether she is guilty or not , _ and her husband 1 ast ot a ll, 
Bec ause he expresses this uncertainty. Theo leaves in rage 
and g oes to Jaclt Allingham' s apartment, simply because she 
doesn' t know \Vhere e.lso to go. ll!ea.mvh11e~ f!r • Alltrlgham has 
arranged a reconcil iation and is a.t the apaz-,tment when Theo 
c a lls. Because She too 1 unsure as to whether Theo 1s guilt~, 
she hides in a room and Jack knowing she is there , talks to 
Theo , wbo asks '£or money and help, and Mrs. Allingham shows h er-
self . This is another blow to Theo. Mrs, Allingham, to make 
mnends, askc Theo to be her friend. But ~1eo refuses, Finally 
through the aid of Mx-s . Cloys and the bishoP;. plltlls are made for 
having Theo live wlth t hem while her reput ation recovers itsel.t . 
"Letty" brings out the theme that t!ommonplaoe respeot ... 
ab111t7 among one ' s o :m kind is preferable to the lu:xut>y of be-
i ng a wealthy man 1s mistres s . Letty had dreams or marriage with 
Letcr...m.ere , but they were her dreams onlJ'• She does not realize 
the i rony of her position, however, and neither do we1 until 
Mandev!ll atc surprise announcement ~t Letchmere's previous 
m.ar r 1ag . • The ~"p1logue provides a true moral. 
The main idea b olt of the tt~derbolt" i s eXpressed very 
conc1sel7 by James , t he older br othert 1t • • .. we cone id.el' 1 t ad-
visable t hat we should be represented by 011r own solicitor -
. -
• •. ~ oUI_'~ I :: and hi s brot he.r Stephen o.dda "We want ~ interests 
·~latched .. our interes t e xelusivelr. He presents to us only too 
- . 
clearly the greedyt hyPocritical, and cheap natures of people 
like t he :Mortimores • 
Edrard Mortimore has died, it is thought, intestate. and 
h is brothers and sis t er look eagorly forward to a share in his 
f ortune. They learn t o t heir suttprise. that be left an !1legit1-
m..ate da.ugl!.ter1 Helen 'I.'hornhill . Appar ntly he bas le'£t no pro-
v_ ion for her, t hough he was very f ond of her. A search is 
made for the lrill 'J but it cannot be found. The Mortimores are 
pl ·ased t h t Helen, well- brought up, hieh•spirit ed girl, de-
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clines to accept aid from them.. She cannot endure the older 
brothers • but she likes Thaddeus, the youngest, and his w1te 
Phyllis• She lives with them for three eeks while a s arch 
is made for the will . Each day Phyllis becomes more nervou • 
At last it is assumed that he left no will, and a cou.n~11 is 
c lled to arrange about the fortune. Phyllis, however, breaks 
down to 'rad and t lls him t hat she has destroyed th illJ that 
it had left everything to a woman named Helen Thornh!ll• No 
she knows and loves Helen her remorse ill not let her rest and 
she ·conf ssee all. This is the thunderbolt. The brothers,. on 
t h e strength of t heir claim,. had already spen.t some of the 
fortune, and to them Tad ha to e~ la.in they have no legal right 
to the money. They are furious and believe it 1s e. s·cheme by 
Tad, Phyllis, a.nd Helen, to get the mone'J,. but since this . ould 
put Phyllis into jail on a t'elonr charge, t hat idea is out. The 
lat'J'Yer says the destroyed will is legal, and the fortune goes to 
Helen. Noble to the end, Helen divides her fortune equall7 dth 
all the Mortimores. They surely d1c1 not deserve it. 
"M1d-Ohannel" e.:q>la1ns itself in the speeches of Peter 
Mettx•am, the confidant ot Zoe and ~eo, In the lire of every 
married couple there 1e a period - m!d .. way • atter the:r have 
been married for so long• when they get on each other n~rves1 
qua.rr~l over trifles, etc. If they weather th1s per1od, this 
mid .... channel,. then the rest of their lives 111 be serene• 
Zoe and T.neo failed to do so, and ~e feel that if they had put 
t heir time and interest on better things, such as t he rearing of 
sa. 
children, they ould have crossed mid-channel safely. 
s . wa.uard woman. 
Pinero seems to have had this type of oman d h r 
problem in mind, for she appears in "'l'he Second iir • Tanquera.y" , 
"The Notori ous rtTrs. h'"'bbsmith, n and in "Iris" and to some extent 
in "Letty" and "Mid-Channe l " • All nre wilful am obstinate, m d 
most all end in tragedy, e pecially tlwse who defy social con-
ventions. 
4 . Co:r1trast of Different Levels of Sol)·i?tl• 
"The Gay Lord Quex" contrasts nobly t he gay little mani-
curist hop ot Sopey Fullgarrtey and Faunc7 Court, t he elaborate 
English estate of the pious aunt of the Marquess ot Quex. Sophy 
is the competent mistress of a Ne Bond Street manic'U.l'iat shop, 
uhither London's society tolk come tor polished nails and gossi~ 
Sophy herself, "alluring" as Sir Chichester Frayne perceives, is 
like ise upon occasion adroit in the use ot her lur • iot even 
her love tor Valva, her pal mist fiance,. p:"'C'"I'ents her use of it 
to trick Lord Quex in the second act, or Captain Bastl1ng 1n 
the l ast. In both cases she is trying to save her adored eou ~ 
~mriel, from marrying a man unworthy of' her. Sophr angles an 
invitation to do A~s. Eden's nails at Fauncy Court, There Q~ex, 
Muriel, and the Duchess of Strood are staying. The duchess, 
still sentimental about an earlier affair ith Quex, longs to 
s him and bid him goodb7e Detore he marries Muriel. Bet een 
Sophy' s trickecy and t he .saccharine &3ntimentality of the 
.. 
~· 
duchess , he finds it difficult not to retu~ to his old ays. 
Nevertheless , .he keeps his pledge to Muriel, whom he sinoerel,-
loves . The third act t~es place in the boudoir of the duchess, 
where he has been inveigled against his ill to drink to .t he 
past . Sophy at the keyhole is precipitated into the room of 
Quex, and locked in after t he duchess has discreetly escaped. 
Then ensues the big scene. the duel of wits, betwwen the keen, 
suave man of t he orld1 striving to keep hia r putation, and t he 
vulgar, unscrupulous, but courageous manicurist who 1 bent on 
rascuing her cousin t~om his olutche • I n the fourth act , Soph~ 
t o test Bastl1ng, uses her lure on him and he succumbs . The 
g y Lord Quex triumphs. 
Most of t hese t hemes overlap to some extent , but thel' 
make us realize that Pinero had Imlch more in mind than the light_ 
. humorous character of his farces and the sweet, sentimental 
people of his comedies. His themes ere timely. In 19931 it 
ua considered revolutionary ' to wr!te about an oman with a 
past, " but Pinero was not nfraid to do 1t. It is true that 
Pi nero's pl ays seem st i lted and old-fashioned today because his 
t heme do not fit our time, but t here is no doubt that t hey ere 
p rtinent at t he time t hey ere written. Kno iling Pinel'o's t hemes , 




There is no set 'lay in 1hioh a dramatist begbs his tory. 
Some plunge t he audience directly into the middle of the strife, 
and convey what has gone before in retrospect. This is the 
man:r1er t hat Ibsen uses in many of his plays. Or the author ma,-
enact t he hole story, right before our ver,. eyes and let us 
meet the characte~s, and watch how t hey react to the situations 
they come agai nst. P1ne:ro has no set way in writing a p la,-. 
He says "Before beginning to write a play• I alwa7a make sure 
by mean of a de.:t'1n1te scheme, t hat there is a ay of doing 1t; 
.but whether I ultimately follow t hat ay is a very different 
matter . "~ He usually b&gins his story by having a · group ot 
characters on t he stage, ~ho in natural conversation among them-
s elves, g ive the audience a fairly definite picture and neees .. 
sary kno~ledge of the leading Ch~acters 
t h e pla7 open•• 
on the stage hen 
Whatever the method Pinero uses, there is no doubt that 
it ill be dramatically ef':t'ect1ve. He is a born dramatist. md 
al ays has his mind on t he stage as w·ell as the character. 
The openin of 11 'l'he Second ll!rs . Tanque:ray" , Aubrey's 
gat hering at his bachelor apartments, is a perfect piece or ex-
pos ition. There are fe · more e:t':t'ective open.inga.. It is neoea .. 
sary that we learn t he history ot Aubrey's first marriage , a s 
* Archer, P1aJ!ak1!l§, P• 55. 
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11 as the history at Paula's past 11te1 and the means used to 
bring this about are admil'able. · Aubrey gives a fuewell dinner 
party to his 1ntimat tr1 nds• J ayne and Miequith. Cayley 
Drummle al o 1s expected, but he has not yet uri ved. Without 
ne.ming th 1. dy , AUbl'ey announces his coming marriage. His 
gueats are SUl'priaed, not so much l:)ecause he is going to married. 
but .1~ather bec&use of the mannel' 1n which Aubrey makes the 
annoUllcement. Aubrey has a tew notes to w~ite berore going out, 
and he r etires to a small desk at the side of the room. This 
gives Misquith and Jayne an opportuni ty to t alk it over in under-
tones . Cayley Drummle comes in, and brings 1i th him the ato%7' 
of Lord Orreyed ' s mar~1age to the disreputable Miss Hervey. 
Tanqueray finds this story so unpleasant t hst he CQnnot listen 
t o it , and he goe back to his note- writing. He can till hear 
Cayley , howevel', and in disgust , he leaves the room,. 'ith the 
injunction to the others to tell Cayley the news. This gives 
Cayl ey a ohm ce to acq1.1aint us ith the first t s. Ta.nqueray., 
and 'Ellenn. 
The teChnical manipulation of all this seems to be a.bovo 
reproach. It is dram ti ally eff ctive and yet 11.f'e-like 1n 
every detail. There may be coincidences , suoh as Cayley's 
happening to meet with the tl'agic experience o~ Lol'd Orreyed• 
but ·that might possibly happen. Aubrer having a fe notes to 
\';ri t give the others an admirable ehm ce to talk naturall7 
about him, and to give t he aud-ence a glimpse of his past life 
and l."el tions , which is absolutely necessary if il& are to 
• 
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appreciate the rest of the play. 
"~JVhile nearly all critics are unanimous as to the exact 
wor th of t h e opening scene of "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray" it 
is interesting to note Shaw's cri t i cism and opinion. He said: 
" ••• but When one turns over the pages o~ "The Second Mrs. 
Tanquerayn, a.nd notes the naive machinery of .the exposition of 
t he first a ct, in which two whole actors are wasted on sham 
p r;...rts 1 and the hero, a t his own dinner party., is c aupelled to 
get up and go ignominiously into the next room to wi?i te some 
letters when s omething has to be said behind his back. •·• eVv'hen 
one counts the number of doors which Mr. Pinero needs to get his 
characters on and o~~ the atage •••. 1t is impossible to avoid the 
conclus ion that what mos t of our critics mean b,J a mastery of 
stagecraft is recklessness in the substitution of dead machinery 
and lay figures 1 tor vl tal action and :rf9al character."* 
Archer censures Shaw and defends Pinero. "The fact that 
Mr, Shaw was rightly · conscious of a ce:rtain naivete in Mr. 
Pinero's moral premises, . and instead o~ pointing it out> reason ... 
ably m d sympa theticallJ"1 roundl)' attacked him for not having 
written the play whiCh he (Mr, Shaw ) would have written. This 
is t he besetting sin of t h e utist turned critic."** 
"The Benefit of the Doubt", written itt 1895, two years 
afte:r "~ Tanquera.y" is regarded by many critics to be even 
a more dramatic opening than Aubrey1s dinner part7• Pinero uses 
the method her e to emphasize Theophila ~aser's relations to t he 
* Shaw• George B., Dram atic Qp1n1ons and Esaays, (New York. 
. 1901) . . 
** 
Archer, Old Drama and New, P• 311. 
divorce Gourt. Each p rson, upon hi entrance , oontY."ibutes 
some information on the cp estion concerning h ich curiosity has 
been :1roused1 and that is . Theo 1 a ·divorce. At first, Justine 
£m er tnother indicate that a divorce irt lhioh they are con-
cerned sa l asted three days: Then Mrs . Quinton Tw lv s enters, 
~ ith a note f'rom Theophila to he.r mother saying she thinks s~ 
is cleared. The brother Claude next appears 11th t he news that 
the ease is finished, and that Mr • Allingham 's petition is di -
miss d . Fletch r Poet-wood brings more new from the courtroom 
0~1 his ntranc , then r:Irs. Clots who has not seen the f'amil7 
or sev ral years comes to be informed, both about t~ divorce 
oac and the conditions that preoeded1t . After all th1o 1 \1e 
. 
are :'!ell prepared tor , Theo vrhen shQ enters. A mark o~ the well-
made play is economy in presentation of ideaa.* This is a 
heritnge o Jones and Pinero. Here Pinero· makes h1 characters 
concentrate on only one 1d o. throughout the pla71 and they do 
not talk about any • ubj .ot not d:tr ntly oonneeted to the problem 
presented for sol~tion~ 
A fe . \<:orda .from a contemporat7 cr1 t1eism may a rve to 
indicate t he effect it produced on a first night .. audience : :¥."* 
"~le are in the t hick of the action at once , or at 
least in the thick of t he interest so that the ex-
. . 
position; instead of bo1ng, so to speak; a mere{ 
pl atform from ~hich tha t rain is presentl7 to tart , 
becomes an inseparable part of the movement. The 
scene of' dramatic irony is strongly and 7et d -
* Kaucher, Dor thy, !·~od . Dramatic Structure, (University r4 
ot Missouri Serie r P• 21. 
~* Archer, Pl azmak1ng, PP• 117-118. 
lieately suggested. We see a nperipety" , apparent 
prosperity suddenly crumbling into di aster within 
I 
t he act itsel.f'J and1 then 1t comes, it awaken our 
sympathY" and redouble our interest. " 
The exposition of "IIlie" is ot apeaial importanc • ·· 
Every step that Iris takes in her downward course throughout 
the play is dependent upon the provisions of the will left by 
her husband, and her character. These two point must be in-
£ l libl impress d upon the audience, or hat happens ill prove 
to b unconvincing. The audience must take careful note of the 
many l;"eference to Iri t temperament.. The opening scene b t een 
Mis Pinskett and Kan is filled with phrases as to the b auty 
and goodness of Iris. ~ .en Iris herself enter • she add to our 
knowledge of the facts of the eituation and also to our under-
standing of herselr. Kane's remark "It is only fair to as ume 
t hat yout- husband, kno~ing how greatly 70Ul' ho.ppiness depend 
upon personal contort, w s actuated by a desire to sateguar 
you" is especially significant. To make t b.\s condition stick 
in the minds of the audience Pinero goes so far as to have I~ia 
quot t he ~ord of th will• And 1n such a r~ r Pinero pre-
pare us for t he rest of t h story. 
"In His House in Ord r" 1 t . ma7 seem t:ba t the intrigue 
b t een faurewarde and t h i mmaculate Annabel, 1o1ith its t:-agic 
conclu ion, ould htve made a stirring introductory act. But 
to have presented such an act would have been to d stro7 th 
u_nity of th play, ~hich centers in 
* 
~1.nnab~l is "anothcr~ ·atory"; ~.nd to 1ave told or r ther shown 
us . ore of it th n • .. e.bsolutely necessary, . would .. ~.a.v~ been to 
di tract our a.tt n t1on from tho real theme of the play, uhile 
at the srun time fatally curtailing t he all too brief' time 
av!4! l able tor the :rork!n of that theme .• "* 
To make his exposition more nearly n turnl and convincing, 
Pinero makes use of s verel ~ide or deviees. which ei·thor help 
to reveal character or fur ·h~ :.:-· the plot in some tray. A favo:r'ite 
aid is t he use of a confidant or ttraison:neur" • In many plays 
of' the nine teenth a ntury s:tch figur appenred a a mouth .. 
piece for th sentiment of the nuthor. In the play~ at Pin ro 
a ... 4 on we usually fin him a middle - aged, kindly, man ot the 
uorld1 a sort of "go between' ho administers good vice os" 
tensibly to the characters or the play but_ in reality to the 
audieno • :·" Cayler aerves this purpose in ttMrs • Tr;mq1,1eray" • 
He is t h e only person to t.-7hom Aubrer can talk with about tho 
problems r sulting from h,. s mar:r-iage to Paula. In the "Benefit 
of the D ubt 11 1 t i .. ir • Cloy ; 1n "The Thunder bolt" i t is the 
la::Jy.r Vallance, who does not ln:lOV.l ·the h'-stoey of th r:-ort i .or 
1"am1ly1 of the Edward Mort! :lore 1111. oz; hj.t-J daughtett ~ ho has 
been living in FranceJ in "Iris" is .is Aurea- who is curious to 
lmow more about her fascinating host SSJ !n "The Gay wrd Qu.ex" 
it 1 Valma.1 to mom SophJ explains the histotty of Que.x nnd 
speak of her tear ot his ppl~oaching marriage to her friend 
f;'hlriel. 
"The Second Mrs . Tanqueray" was the .first play in t h 
English l anguage in t7hich the author dispensed with those aids 
to exposition, the soliloquy and t he aside. Ibsen in his lat~ 
realistic dramas had partially discarded t hem and Pinero made up 
. hi s mind not to use t hem. Until this time • ho '1 ver, all his 
plays were plentiful sprinkled with asides. Today, "Sweet 
Lavender" and "The Magistrate" seem old.taahioned, but 1t as 
Pinero himselt ho mad them so, by initiating a new me thod hich 
made obsolete the technical structure of his t1rst twenty-seven 
plays. Pinero had no objection to the soliloquy and the aside, 
but he was against the use of it ·by persons who aimed to avoid 
difficult exposition.* He calls attention to this fault in his 
lecture on t he t echnique ot Stevenson as a dramatists · "I ill 
read you one of many soliloquies - the faulty method ot conduct-
ing action and revealing character by soliloquy was one tram 
which Stevenson could never emancipate himself~'** 
If t he exposition cannot be thoroughly dramatized, t hat is, 
obtained from the main characters during the stress of the action, 
Pinero has always proceeded on the principle t hat a not too 1m-
probable device may be used to dismiss the expos i tion problem 
rapidly and conventionally. Sir Arthur has been unduly censured 
for this belief by critics who made no allowance tor the narrow 
limits imposed by custom and the constitution of the modern 
audience on the playwright.*** In "His House 1n Order" one ot 
hi s best plays, Pinero uses the simple device of making Hilary 
Jesson a candidate tor Parlirument, and baa a newspaper reporter 
interview his private secretary. This is entirely natural. m d 
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Pinero; Stevenson, ·The Dramatist. 
Archer .. t>Iavn:iik!ng, P• !19. 
Hilary' s first ife• Annabel, her tragic death, an,d his plans 
for a memorial par k 1n her honer. 
s. metimes Pinero emphasizes an artifice used t o r tng about 
.... 
an exposit.ion. In "'l'he Thunderbolt", in o~er ~hat the .'lgrt1 ... 
more's solicitor may ask for information ith which a tamil7 
lawyer ought to be tully- conversant, it is neces s ary to explain 
that the senior partner, who had charge ot the Mortimore affairs, 
had een called to London, and a junior partner ot the t~ had 
taken his place. A:rcher believes that such an obvious device 
should, if possible, be avoided• He teels t hat it might have 
been better to allow t he solicitor to ask one ar two improbable 
I I : ; · , ~· : ' ,:· ; ; ·' '! : 
ques tions, and have the .anawera indicate the circumsta.DD n. ~ 
I I .' ',.' : : 
Hamilton in his preface to the "Social Pl a79 ot Pinero" 
r aises an interesting question re.ard1ng the ~echnique of ex-
poaition. The first act of "Mid-Ohamtt 1" opens with a conven-
tional series of quest i ons and ana ers between Ethel Pierpoint 
and her mother. In 1910 he accused Pinero ~ having adopted a 
l abor s aving device in this respect. Sir Arthur repl1eda "Atter 
the elaborate exposition of "The Thunderbolt", it no longer 
seemed orth-while to begin "Mid-Channel" ith a clever passage. 
It is difficult to be clever, but 1t is not i mpossible. There 
are certain things which mus t be told to the audience as <pickl7 
and conveniently as possible at the outset of any play. Wh7 
not tell t hese things frankly and get them over witht"** And 1n 
. 
t he ease ot "Mid-Channel" such an opening, though conventional, 
c ompact a nd obvious, i s sufficient. 
Ibid., P• 122-123 •. 
** Clark, Mod~rn Drama, P• 231, 
Another device used by Pinero that it may be as well t o 
mention is his use of the dinner party in the ttsecond. Irs . 
Tanquera7"• Since t he7 are old friends of Aubrey it 1 vident 
that they must know all about his pa t life, and would hardly 
exchange and Sl;lk for information. The devio of the dinner , 
though, enables them to chat cos 1ly and to naturally go to 
reminiscing. v~n Aubrey 1 ave the room they give u their 
reaction to the news and oince the7 ar.e old friends, indicate 
what the attitude of the general public opinion will bee 
Charaoter1zat1on 
The permanent value ot a play rests on its characteriza-
tion, for this is the chief' means ot creating in an audience 
sympathy for the subject or people of the play•* There is no 
doubt that the characterization of Pinero's pl ays is one reason 
why they retain t he i r populm"ity and 'Pr s t -g in our modern 
Engli sh drama. Pinero has ~hmnt himselJ' to be a character-
draw r of great versatility, but his main inte!'est seems to be 
in portraying a character and showing how that person is in-
fluenced by the social conditione under which he lives. Tha.t he 
succ eds in portraying natural and exceedingly admirable people 
1n his pla7s is very evident. There is one th1ng1 however; that 
may be id against them. For the moat part ther are very ex• 
cept1onal people . He doe · not seem to be interested 1n general 
or universal types• bUt rather in t hose, ho though t hey oa~ot 
be called queer, are rather eccentr1a. We sometimes feel that 
although t hese p~ople are very keenly studied and are shown 1th 
the utmost truth, t hey are hardly t he kind of people e should 
meet in everyday life or come in contact with frequently, 1t at 
all.** He is something ot a psychologist~ espec~ally tn.his 
study of certain feminine types 11k Iris , Letty, and Zoe, tn 
"Mid-Channel" • Not only does he present human natur as it 1 
commonly unders~ood, but he digs dovm and explores, br1ngtng 
Baker, Dr~a~ic T chnique, P• 234. 
Hrun1lton, Contemporarz Drama, P• lJ.9. 
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"hitherto unsuztveyed tracts within the c irc le of our lmo l e " 
of comprehen ion. n · -.:· · 
Pinero never starts out with a theme hen he begin to 
write a play. Rather he start out by creating. characters in 
a certain environment and a.llo,v1ng them. to put in the theme. 
As he says "The beginning ot ... ~- play to me is a little orld of 
people. I live with them, get familiar ith them. and they tell 
me the stol')'•"** His characterization is utterly objective,. 
and ~·ou cannot tell :vhether he agrees ith his characters or _ 
not. though in some plays the " ... aisonneur" expresses th · thoughts 
of the uthor as Peter ottram 1rl "M!d-Ohannel." You cannot 
even tell from his plays whethett he likes his characters ol~ not, 
though in a conversation to Ham1ltotl, he once expressed a. pret'er-
ence for Agnes Ebbsmith. 
Pinero's characters ~e never young men or omen. He 
one - told Hamilton that he was no longer interested 1n the 
popular hero or heroine • or in what as commonly rega~ded as 
good people. The only cho.racters '1Nhich in~erested him, :vere 
people o.f a certail_l maturity- ot experience, preferabl,- 1ft their 
forties ~ tif'ties,. hos liTes had somehow gone astray •. · 1hat 
interested him most 1 as to study hat they were and hat they· 
~ight have been.*** 
A glimp.ae of his social plays will show us how ell he 
has succeeded 1n his characterization, and of the man,- devices 
and situations hioh he makes Use of to bring theitt nature 
* Archer, Playma..lt1ng, P• 358. 
** Op~ C1t., P• 58. 
~:-*-~:·Hamil ton, Conteworarr Drrun:a, PP• 120-121~ 
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close~ to our understanding. 
In "The Sacon :rs. Tanquera,-" the characters are excel-
1 nt and exceptionally well-drawn. Whereas in h i previous 
pieces very few stood out as definite end individual people, no 
such criticism can be brought against Aubrey and Paula , ~llean 
and Cayley. Ptnero shows h!a knowledge o~ dramatic technique by 
concentrating only on or.~.e s t of charaetel's and b7 sketching 
only very lightly those wl o are to drop out betore the real 
theme - the Aubrey-Paula marttiage ia reached. The l eading 
characters interest us for t heil' own sake and are so drawn that 
t hey continuously set off each other by emphasis o~ contrast. 
Ellean, -!.s t.tul, watchful,. end constrained is typical o.t a 
peculiar type of English girl. Her shr.1nk1ng · f'rom Paula and her 
· swift accusation of herself' at t he end ot having helped to kill 
he:r> step-mother, are true to form, ju U ' the illogical but 
natu..ral .feeling h1ch l es.ds her to readil7 torg1'i'e Hugh .Ardale 
for ha":'!ng been "bit wild at one time"• 
Paul a is exceptionally well-pictured, and ~e l earn of her 
charact er not onLy by her actions but also by what he says. 
fuen she arriv·es unexp eotedly at Aubrey-'s apartment for a mid-
night call, she lauehs at Aubrey's qualms as to what the ser. 
van t s may say. Servant for her ... and this 1s cue to her east 
ot mind • are 'machines to unit upon people' and 'to give evi-
dence in the Dtvc;rce Court '• That Paula has s ome sense or :t'a1r 
pl ay is indi c ated in the letter she gives to Aubre7 to read when 
she has gone • but 1.~ h j. ch contat ns a li st of past indiscretions. 
After reading it, he need not t-um up for the e:rvic tomorro~ -
she will understaoo.. It .is to Aubrey ts credit that he tore ·_ 
up, but it mi ght have· saved 111\toh unhapplnesa it he had read it. 
Pauln tries o hard to find happiness and there is eo 11ttl . 
cooperation and so many obstncles that she deserves and gets our 
sympath)"• 
Cayley Dl'ummle ws 11lte and r spect. Bright, airy, and 
debonair, he is the confidant of Aubrey and Paula. AlthoUgh 
he supplies the little humor there 1s 1n the plny, underneath 
hi s it t here is an undercurrent of ser1.ousnees. Thanks to his 
accurate m mory we eet a worthy pict~e ~ the first ·'irs. 
Tanqueray # though we o.o not see her. That Oayl y had character-
ized h er vividly 1s evid nt. ~ofessor ~ lor 's first thought 
at tho mention ot .Pinero's play seem.ed t o be of the first :lr • 
Tanqueray " ho was so cold that every tin1e her hUsband kissed 
her he got his lips chapped" • This expression accurately fits 
her. 
Lady and Lord rreyed we ·do not take n:t\lCh stook 1n. They 
m-e rude, oheap1 and ignorant, and we r..re glad that Paula is no 
longer of t heir olas • The~ serve to omphne1ze the long uay 
toward respectability that .Pe.ula has :renehed• 
Aubrey i.s the conservative, ealth,-, colorle s person, 
typical of - st o£ the husbands in Pinero 's plays . One er1tio 
denou.ne e s _ im e oundly 1 ::: Y" ~ that a person 't ho f' eared what th 
servants mi ght say \'IOUld never have enough nel:'Ve to merry 
v1oma.n of Paula ' s reputation. 
!n "Iris ·" Pi nero 2e1 .... eted a nuch more dU'.ficul per•aon to 
portray t an Mrs . Tanqu ray • . Whereas Paul ta . very strength o.r.d 
deter mination offer d a point of re tstanoe upon ~hie t h e 
dramatist c ould build situ tiona , the irresolute and pnssiv 
nature of Iris presented obstacles. and situations had to be 
devised to overcome this lack ot 111•* This Pinero does ad-
mirably 1 cJld 'le f'ollo J each suecessiV crisis in the grad~al 
d i s integration o£ her character.** Iris is a weak. w111ed• 
attr ot1 vo 1omnn tor whom the 1UX'Ul'1es ot life are necessi tie 1 
an t he nece aitiee .. lov d honor - are l~ie From 
· the beginning of the plaY' t e other ch aracters praise her, but so 
f a ~ · can ee she does nothing to receive these extravagant 
eulogies , for in wo.rds and act ion she is b...ardly lovable• 'Iitty 
and s en · ible. It seems odd that a master craftsman like Pil1ero 
r;hould resort to the nntiquateO. trick of telling how charming 
the heroine is le t e should not discover 1t from all she say-s 
arrl does . Iris is not ev n eonsiatentt. She pledges her word 
and in lfuost the next breath br aka it. It at any . t1me during 
the -p l ay s had g iven any indi~ation of' trying to help her elf , 
our .syrupa t hy mi.ght have b .en aroused• it was, she leave . one 
cold. As the cu:rta.in falls, tie are left to phrase :for ouroelves 
t he f'uture o£ the probl m, 001d as one critic says, iTe emerge 
onto dark and crm d d streets, hall" expectip.g to see t his de .. 
sert d ~omnn 
~aldon do ¥tands out clearly- as the very w1oe, ver'1 
certain, ond very vrealthy man of the world, who is u sed to 
**** 
Clark, Modern Drsma, p.229. 
Sampson, Ms.r~in, '!'fie D1a1, Feb:ruary 16, 1 
Ibid. 
JU'>e.ner, Ol;d. Drml!a ~ £ ~rew, p .• 117. 
... . 
getti · 'li~hat he vi heo _, if uot by honesty, then by strategy. 
Tren~ith, t he young man of the play, does not arouse our ympa-
t at all. He is a pupp t in the ~o~d of ?!nero, and 1 used 
simply to bring out more clearly the \Vec.lmess and 1nstabil1t,-
o Iris. Another devic of Pinero is the use of a character to 
produce or change a situation1 after which we see h r no more. 
Fanny's ne1ce flutters through this play onl7 as a motive far 
Iris' taking the first check t~om Maldonado's booke 
"Letty" is the antithesis of Iris as far as strength of 
character and backbone are concerned. Here Pinero uses a eon-
trasting device to better bring out the c hattaeter of Letty. All 
thre young women are iz:a business. "~tty Shel7 is pret~y, 
pleasure-loving. honest, not ill-bred, but poor1 anaemic, and 
inevitably beset by temptationa to es~ape at almost any .cost 
from her life of - ~4geryJ her friend, ~arion All rdyce, the 
prudent, prao~ical, unattractive girl of the s e class; a..""ld 
Hilda Gumd.ng, a much lower type than the other two • cre.es l y 
common, bound1ng1 self-a t1ai'1ed, \Yithou~ cny moral scruples , 
but likely to get t~ough life without disaster, beca.u ·h e is 
incapable of passion, ~f generosity, or of ·ny delicao of feel-
ing. This, by the ay, i s the most br1111nntl)"-d:rawn character 
in the p lay. Every \\'Ord p laced in the mouth is a jewel of 
vulgarit,-.n-l!· 
The two m n in the play are aimiliar to many oth rs in 
Pinero 's pl ays. Mandeville resembl s Maldonado to some extent, 
but he is more s ~raggering ~ vulgar, ooe.r o, .... ensual and showy. 
* 
Lete:t.ll'tlOr , the here of th pJ.a:y, is the typical, idle-r 1ch man 
of th world, who sho·,· s he has a i'inc stl"ealt omewhare when he 
refuses to go e:lilay witl Letty after he l: ealizes the tragcd'f 
:r~esulting from jusl:i t h ia among other members of' his family. 
Agnes Ebbsmith is the character for vihoni inero axp!"esses 
a prof erence. Per sonally I dis liked her above a ll the other 
-r;m en, pel"l1aps 'becau t: e I did 11ot thozaougbly understand her·. 
She :ls a pla.c :t.d1 sVTeet., lo\ ..-voiced woman a nd at first glance 
appear•s ~holly unattract1ve4 She ga1ns prominence primarily 
t:r ·ou •h her ·ua.d i deas and practioo of :free love. Pinero ha .... 
rece~!. ved tl.Sllf hat,sh and no doubt they a;re just cri tic.:l sms of 
his portrs.yal or t he ohat>a6ter of t.gnes . , Archer says that 
Pinero did not underatrmd the type of woman he was :presenting -
a type which swarmed London in those yonrs but which he ap-
p arently know ' 0111y trom. hearsq and c onjecture. Her mm story 
' as that she ' as t he daughter of e. free thinJd.ng j;')evolutional7 
propagandist , wbom she h d loved, and under whose exclusive in-
fluence she hnd been reared• She hated hor raother. She had 
made quite a reputation a s a mob orato~ and was knovm by t heir 
term umad .Agnes" • Ho ~·ever, all t hro't\gh the pllay she 1s doubt ... 
ful as to just what her rea l t houghts are, and often 1n her 
om heart l"egards her beliefs as heresies. OUtside ~ het' 
opinions and a t t itudes , ho ~ev '1 Agnes is real. Her emotions 
and feelings are natural and i nteresting. 
Ducas Cleeve is a weak oheracter wb.o ca:cmot el1minate 
pass ion from his nature, nor resist t he force or c1rc~tanees. 
7e. 
He is mor e outstanding than Aubrey or Mr. Frasex- in "The Bene!'it 
of t he Doubt", but he leaves no impression on the rdnds . of the 
audience . 
The Duke of st. Olpherts is drawn in a vein of literary 
sarcasm. but he is true 1n ess ence and also very amusing. The 
English parson is 1n no .ay held up to cheap r1d1oule or ex-
aggera t d , and his sister lilrs . Thorpe. contrary to expectations, 
is natural and lovabl e . Those persons mer e ly appear and dis-
appear» yet thoy g1ve hint of individuality. 
Sophy' Fullgarney in the hands of Pinero had developed into 
a likeable creature. She resembles Becky Sharp of "Vanity Fair" 
in t he sharp crispness of her speech and alertness of mind, but 
sh e has more do mright honesty than Betty ever thought of havin& 
Her a ttempts to prove that the middle-aged Quex-with-a-past had 
not cast off his r akish ways wt .en he fell 1n love with th love q 
cous in .:ur:.el are highly amusing and effective, although the t '10 
acts preceding 1t and t h e one follo ing it are dull and tire-
some, cmd tend to weaken t he str·ueture of the play. 
~be pretty, girlish ~ina, ·with her subjective air but 
r ebellious eyes , is con,, idered Pinero t s f 1nist creation in ay 
o£ ru1 untainted. heroine., The aeeond wife ot Filmer J sson she 
1s oont1nu~lly b~1ng o.ffei"ed up as a sac.r:tf1ee to the ' mory of 
P..nnabel, the first .~ .... . J esson. Only occasion lly doe she show 
her resentment at t he continual nagging of the horribl e J esson 
.family, end we s ytnpa thize w1th her thoroughly· when she does 
flnre up and tells them just vn~at she thinks of the whole lot at 
them. She is too honorable for mm1y of us when she refUses to 
apeak t he aingle word that can shatter their dearest illusions 
regarding the perfectiori of Annabel. The only person who treats 
her at all decent ly i s Hilary Jesson, the typical confidante of 
Pi nero ' s pl lS • Hiu genial nature and good sense remind ue of 
Cayl~y Drumrr.le. The rest of the Jesson :ta.mil)' are perhaps over-
dra: m as compo.red 'V i th Nina ~d Hilary, but we accept th~m as 
thoy are and hoar·tily diol1ke them. 
That f' i nerots cho.racters, especially his wolnen, vrere not 
s.lways approved, is evidenced bY" a criticism which appeared' 
shortly after the px-oduc t1on of urris" • "There can be no legi-
t in.ate ob j et1on to the occasional presentation .:;f immoral 
v;ome.n on the stage, s o long as they are not pel'm1tted to offend 
aga i ns t t he ordinary rules of decency_. • evil is as necessary 
as good to the composition of all true drruna • but the play-
WJ.'ight who prof'e. ses to be 'bound bY" the rules of the game is 
under ortis tic o·bligat1on to depict them as they a1 .. e •• • But 
Mr . Pinero, except in "Trala.wne7" has latel'7 disreg~!'ded this 
utterl y . The merits of "•!'he Second Mrs. Tanque:rar", of "Mrs . 
Ebbsmith" 1 of: "The Gc.7 Lord Qu exn and "Zri " a.re entirely liter-
fXIIY and theatrical. The moral effect of them .. from whate-ver 
point of v1e1 they may be regarded, is pernicious. The spirit 
~hieh perv de them is cynical and debasing."* It all depends _ 
on one ' s point of vtew • 
.,; .. Tov1se , .r. Rankin, Ir~s and. Her }':redess ore 1 Critic, Nov. 1922. 
Dialosue and Petat; 
Those ho merel7 read Pinero•s_plays and have not seen 
thetn acted in the ·i:;heatr may think the dialogue rt i :fic1a1 and 
s tilted• H 1lton1 however, states that Pinero's conversat1ons 
are admirably ritten fol., the stage. Pinero himself id that 
l.f he maO.e a. transcript of ·ctual conversation 1t ould not 
sound natural when spoken from the stage. tie lmo 1s it is n ee -
sary to 1rite -,::ri th some art1fic.e 1!" the actor is to suggeat 
fluent;. off..,.hand talk. Actors say thnt Pinero' lines are e&.sy 
to learn , and the dialogue never troubles them at ~11.* 
In "The &ecc,nd ]'frs . Tanquera1tt , the n atness and natur l• 
ness of the dialogue not only shows a superiority over th other 
plays o£ the time but also shows an improvement in Pinero tn own 
styl of conver~at1on. No longer do ~e hear such stilted and 
awkWard sp eehea s ar found in ns ect Lavender• n 1 •. ~I, ·dwa:rd 
Bulger ~ wido1er,. have loved you, Mrs. Ruth Rolt, 1i dow, e~e:r> 
~1nce you first set foot 1n the Temple, fifteen years ago, 
a-bearing your t o-yeer old baby 1n your arms, lna tam~ n In 
nMra. Tanqueray" 1n natural_, l1.f'e ... 11ke conve:rss.t1ons , w~ learn 
t he story of Paula. and J.ubr yts marriage. The dialogue, f'rom 
beginnin.g to end, conforms to the occasion. It is witty nnd 
hu 1o ou, ~t times , but 1t rises to a high lev6l o~ seriousness 
and po,ver in the clors ing scenes • 
79. 
A dramatist is al'l::rays ,-,atch!ng for a chmce to shorten 
the dialogue, or to intensif'y the etfect of his words , and he 
finds this opportunit7 in pantom1ne and gesture . * one 1nstanoe 
in 't'Jh:Lch Pinero uses this device to advantage is found 1n •Iri "• 
Iris , at the end of th third act is prapar1ng to leave Bellagio. · 
r,1aldonado has left a check- book on the table in hich he has 
placed sever al hundred pounds in herr narae . Packing he1 .. baga ,. 
Iris comes aorossth check- book, bu t lackillg firmness -of chru.'"ac-
ter, she c annot bring herselt to tear i t up . ( 1th a troubled, 
half- guiltJ look, Iris attires h&l"Belf in he1 .. hat and oapeJ 
e.fte t h1ch, carrying her gloVe$ , she l"eturn to her dres ing 
bag. Gl aDo1ng round tho room to assure heroelf ·that she has 
colleated all her small personal. belongings,. her ey re t on 
the c}:_ -c:~.t1.e-book hich lie open on th writillg table . Che 
contemplat s it f or a time,_ a gr~dualling increasing fear s o -
1ng itself in heX" f'aoe . Ultira&tely she wal ks slo"' ·ly to th- t ble 
and picks up th~ book. She 1s fingering it in an une rtain• 
fright ned way ~hen t he se~vant return .) 
.Js.n Servant: (Standing over th bag.} Is th ~ . any-. 
thing more , ma '~t 
(Sbe hesitates h lpless l y ,_ then, 'becoming con c1ous t h t 
she is b~ir~ stared at ,_ she advanc s ,_ dr•ops the book into t e 
bag ,_ and passes out ,. The mun huts t ~ bag -nd is t'ollo'Ping as 
the curtain r 11 .) 
\nothor , instance in v;hieh Pinel~o uses I'antomine ·· ith 
e.f.feetivene s is 1n ~·His House in Ord r" • P.t'ter D rek :P.a.s f'oun 
t he bag hich bel onged to his rnothG:r .. md has given it to !Una, 
so. 
she sit .. on a chail?, l .. essing end tl"'y!ng to opon 1Che bag. 
(Suddonly she succeeds in pening the bag.) .4fter p epinb into 
:J.t 1 ... he 1~ ce:rts her hand. She 1tbdra'lf s 1 e:r ha1'd guiltily. but 
but again inser ts it and produces a fo 1 faded l ette1 .. a . Glancing 
a t the h endwr1·ting of' the letters, hich ave unenclosed, her 
ey s are instant ly arrest d and .J.e r lips part in amazement . 
Derek: (Blott ing h i s lettel"•) Listen to thin,. i·a na .. 
{She str--~rts, and hides the lettero in her lap . Finding, o"Tever , 
L .n'c the boy doesn't turn his head, . and ths.t he goes on with his 
"'r::-adJ.ng,. ..,h, devours the contents of one of them •••• hhile the 
boy is occupied ._ she refastens t ho bag Bl'1d lays it on the t .. .~.ble 
beside her . Then, s~1iftly and stcalth11~, ~he moves ove~ to the 
set;tef.: facing the ~:r:ndow. Thel'YC slLo si ts end r eads the 1.,est of 
the l e tters with avidity.) 
.Arch r has t his criticism to make regarding the diction or 
nMid- Chann 1 11 and nThe Thunderboltu • "And the bad t h ing 1s tr...at 
the diction of those two p l ays is absolutely irreproachable . r 
do not mean t o s ny t hat they posse>ss the beauty of phras:tng nh ioh 
we find. 111 Congreve ,. ox Oscal" Vi1lde, or J • M. Synge . I t vould 
be out of p l ace in works of suc h s t ern rea lism. But I have .r ead 
t hem c aref ully from this point of view, and I find 1n them not 
& singl e uncharacter istic or pedantic or cumbrous e.xp:r sa1on., 
The l angu g of 11li!id- Chanr1el u is particularly vital. I t 111 
one d ay be a 11nqu1stic as well fiS a social document . I do not 
kno\ \"There else we can find t h . accent of t he age 1 in that par. 
ticular str atum of societ y , more v i vidly recorded. I cannot 
Sl.. 
i magine anyone t aki ng exeeption to t he dial ogue of either play, 
and I do net remember t hat anyone did. But neither do I re-
member any eulogis t ic cor' nen t s from the critics \'Iho nev r l ose 
an opportunit y of magnifying and gi r ding a t Sir Arthur's oc-
c acional slips of the tongue. "* 
Pinero is espeoia111 e lear 1n smal l det R1ls that give u. 
hint n as to character and make th , pl ay more natural o.nd rea.l-
s tie .; His stage dir ections are entire ly impersonal . He 
s im.r>l'Y describes his oharneter s as they apr)ear , :hpre ... sing no 
opinions as t o t heir- vmrk. In 1;·;rit1ng stage di r ection.;;/ , it is 
best :'LI the drarnatiot can ~r~. suaJ.ize t he rom.n o:r soen·e -.;tithout 
thinking of the stage . ** Pinero, I believe, does not dot ..;s, 
but n Jwc..yE has in mind the stage of t he t h ea tre. ·, 111."' :r Slllts 
in some urt5.fic1al1ty. ''Jh en he \·tiahos to irapr•cse £'.Il i nci ent 
keenly on tho minds of ·t e audience• :l? i nero makes use or dr., .,. 
matte devices in h i s stage d1rect1.ons ;:Hr··~ In f Ir1s t' shortly 
af't er tho open!.ng of the .four th act t h er e is the follo' 1ng :::1te.h~ 
d2. r ect1.on. {After some hesitat ion,. he prod,lces bunch of ~eys 
and :removes from it a lHtohl{ey,. Weighing t h e key in h1s _ c.nd 
:med:t t Hti·vrelJ, he vta lks tovm.rd the set t ee ; t hen he tu.'t'n n.n.i 
t osses ·'·he key upon the t ablo •.• •. She picks 1.1p the key , e~nd 
rising, drops it :tnt o a. VEt~e whi ch stands upon tho mant lepiece . 
The key strlkes M1o bottom oi' t he vase 11ith a. sharp s 01.u1d• 
Ho.ving done t his 11 1:1h - resumes her seat and s 1ps 1 er t ea. ) The 
sign:Lf'i c anee of · this :tnc.! den t is doubly 1mp1~on ::: d on t he e.udi -
once. F1:rst 11aldon a.d.o ' s detaehing t he key <;.nd thro ing i t upon 
the t~bJ.e, . !l'!ld second , Iriu dropping i t "'tiith a sharp sound" 
~nto ·~h va. e . 
'I'O ~l1m1nate unnecessa1.,y dialogue and also to incb.oate a 
lapse of a fevr minutes or even of an ho~, Pinero 1n 1J.o.r1y c-f: 
J.i.::; pl ays uses the ro.tt-er nan device o.f dropping the curtain 
_n the m..'tddl e of an act . Por instance 1 at tho time b t ween 
"going t o di nner" and the r e turn to tha d.rnw1ng-r·oom. Such a. 
d vice he uses lfit h good effect in ttirtaf at the very beginnirlg 
of the play. Pinero d1sponoe s v.r1tl1 r.llUch credit to h1m£~elf '.:Jl'.ten 
1.1e all cws his <ml .. tail'l to f lll nine different t ime i n th:t.s 
pla:y, but not once does he le t i t go down on a situat:ton t•mt 
te pt s to spontaneous pplttUSch 
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Dramatic and Theatrical Sense 
In an essay on t he dramatic sense of Robert Louis Steven-
son, Pinero sets our~ with perfect candor what constitutes 
dramatic end t heatrical talent. "What 1s dramatic talent? Is 
it not t he pouer to project characters, and to cause t hem to 
tell an interesting story through the medium ot dialogue? This 
is dramatic t alent; and dramatic talent, if I may s o express 
it , is t he rau material of theatrical talent. Dramatic , like 
poetic talent, is born, not made, it i t is to achieve success 
on the st age, it must be developed into t heatrical talent by 
hard s tudy and generally by lon~g practice. For theatri cal 
talent consists in the power of making your characters not only 
t 11 a story of dialogue, but to tell i t in .such skill f'ully de-
vised form and order as shall, within the limits ot an ordi:nary 
theatrical representation, give rise to the greatest possible 
amount of that peculiar kind of emotional etfect the production 
of which is t he one great function of the theatre."* 
How Pinero expresse4 his theatrical talent may be seen by 
analyzing the different devices or dramatic technique t hat ·he 
has employed and used to make his dramas, not only nearly 
perfect pieces or craftsmanship, but also \i orthy or a wide 
r eading public. 
* Pinero, R. L. Stevenson, the Dramatist, p. _7-. 
Pre~aration 
The first act of a play 1 r~hether incidentally or by ,. ay 
of fornial exposition, should indicate clearly to t he audience 
ho the characters are, what t heir relationships are , and t he 
nuture of the gathering cris i s.* In ordet- that the interes t 
and attent i on does not become lax or overstrained 1n follo ~ing 
t hese connections , t he author mus t not only try to ereate the 
requisite tension, but must also di rect i t toward the right 
crisis. 
A finger post usually occura some here near the beginning 
of t he pl ay, and give some hint ot o~ points t o a f uture 
action. In "Mid-Channel", as soon as Zoe ente~s the room t o 
t greet Ethel and her mother she remarkss " ••• The weat hel"• 
t I~n ' t it filthy.. Do your member what t he sun ' s like? I had 
t he blinds drawn all over the house at eleven o'clock this 
morning. ·what•s t he good ot trying to make believe it• day? 
Do sit do\Yn• Ugh. \v.hy is it that more people commit suicide 
in summer than in winter? 
* 
:Mrs . Pi erpoint: Do the~ 
Ethel: Wh y yes 1 motherJ what-do-you-call-them? 
.... statistics - prove it. 
Zoe: 
Mrs . Pierpoint: 
You'll see, hen I put an end to myselt 1 




Zoe's remark is a true finger post, for this is just how 
and when she is destined to end her lite. 
In "The Thunderbolt" 1 ··d .eu s and Phyllis are excitedly 
and f'ondl7 talking over hat they would do if' they received a 
share of' Edward Mortimore's fortune. They plan exclusive · 
schools far t he children, moving to another neighborhood, and 
investing the money at four percent to provide an income f'or 
daily use . All of' a sudden Thaddeus pauses and looks at her 
blankly. 
PhylliS& (Frightened.) Whatis the mattert 
Thadd.eusa We - we 're talking as 1f' - as 1f' Ned's mone,--
t is already oura. 
Phylliss (W1thQrawing her arm - steadily •. ) It will be• 
Thaddeuss Will it, do you think - ? 
Phylliss . (With an expressionless f'aoe.) I prophesy -
it will be. 
This also is a true finger post, f'or it reveals that 
Phyllis knows someth~ng about t he 111 that cannot be located. 
Archer, however, cites two cases in which the l ack of a 
f i nger post impairs t he desired effect: slightly 1n one 
i t e, in the other very considerably. The third act of' 
"The Princess and the Butterfl7" contains no sut'fieient indi-
cation of' Pay Zuliani •s jealousy of the friendship of' Lamorant 
. . 
and Prine s Pannonia, and. so we are at a loss to kno1: why she 
treats t he Princess so coldly. This, however, is only a slight 
f ault. But 1n "The Benefit of the Doubt" it makes a great 
d al of difference and goes toward nearl,- ruining what is other 
- 1se a very f1ne play. scene after scene we appear to be 
making no progress 1 but go round and round in endless fashion. 
The tension is fatally relaxed.* 
There shoUld always be a due proportion between the prepa-
ration end the result in a play. Even though the result is 
remarkable, the events leading to it may be so long and tire-
some t hat t he effect is spoiled. This is what h1,1.s happened 1n 
"The Gay Lord Quex''. Although the thiitd act is highl.y e.tfeot-
ive and dramatic, the long preparation of the tirst two acts 
take away from our interest and appreciation. 
EXpeotai;lott 
Atter the suthota has aroused our interest, he makes sure 
that it 1 being carried over until the ol1me.x of the play 1s 
reached. This he attempts to do by having in each act a minor 
crisis that is contr1butary to the main crisis of the play, am 
at the end ot each act to arouse one's expectation so that one 
keenly an ticipatea the next act. The works of Pinero afford 
many examples of interest skillfully carried forward, In his 
f arces t here 1s e.l 'lays some event that we eagerly anticipate. 
At t he end of Act I in "The Magistrate" we t"oresee the meeting 
of all the characters at t he Hotel del Princess, and are 1m-
patient to see ,1ust how they will make out. At the end ot" the 
second act when Agatha, Charlotte, and Lukyn are arreeted, we 
look forward to what t he Magistrate will say and do when he 
* 
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has t o pass sentence on his wife. In ''The Schoolmist e " we 
make preparation to thoroughly enjoy Peggy Hesseltine's party 
which te know is to take pl ace in Act II. · 
In "The Benefit of the Doubt" we e.xpeot something nmch 
more serious When at t he end ot Act I poor Theo, burt by her 
hu sband's fai lure to believe her, rushes out of the h ouse. We 
surmise , as do her :relatives, t hat she has gone to the home ~ 
Jack Allingham, and we feel more than cur.ios1ty - we .feel con-
cern, for 11' she goes here she is committing social suicide. 
Sir Fletcher Portwood end Wa-s. Oloys heighten our anticipation 
when t hey too set out to look for her. We have a de.tin1te point 
to \"'hioh to look. .forward although the actual course o1' events is 
entirely undefined. •It fu £11~ one of the great ends ot 
craftsmanship, in foreshadowing wi thc>Ut forestalling an intensely 
interesting conjuncture of a.t.fa1rs•"* 
Chance .and Coincidence 
Pinero has often been criticized severely for the great 
amount of chame and coincidence t hat he uses in his play in 
order to bring about his desired ends. There is no doubt that 
many of these criticisms are justified, but at the same time 
it must be admitted that his coincidences are pl aus ible and are 
wit hin our experience. 
Pl ausibility is of more importance on the stage than hat 
may be ca~led demonatrable probability.** The coincidence by 
\'1Th1ch Ellean meets and f alls in love with one o.t Paula's ex-
lovers has been severely ,cr1ticized. It is certainly not one 
·of the strong po1n_ts ot the 'play, but it does r1o t cause us to 
~ Archer, Pl al!!king, P• 185. 
** Archer, Pl a'f!l!aking, P• 275. 
S:tre teh our imagination to any gtoeat enent. Such coincidences 
do occur in real life, and the worst we can say is that it is 
neither good nor posi tively bad - but a piece of i ndifferent 
craftsmanship•* There is another coincidence in Act I :rhen 
Cayley, late for ~ ubrey's bachelor dinner, comes w1th the an-
nouncement that Lady Orreyed has delayed him with ne a of her 
son ts maJ'r1age to the unmentionable Miss Hervey. This too is 
entirely plausible and '/e accept 1t as true and natural. 
In the third act of "Letty" the ohanoe wldch brings Letoh-
mer ' s party end Mandeville's guests to choose the same restau-
ront seem entirely justified. It is not :l'eally a coincidence 
at all, but one of those natux-al, everYday happenings hioh are 
not only admissible in drama, but positively desirabl as pa~t 
of the ordinary surface-texture of lite• ** Similar co1nci noe s 
might be mentioned in any othel;' of' Pinero' s plays, but all are 
as a rule p l ausible and probnbl • 
Supreme .. Cr~s1s 
All of Pinero's Rocial plays l!ave a supreme crisis vi.!:.~.ere­
in t he leadi~g character ntUs t detin1tel7 make a choice one way 
o:r the other, ard which \fill lead to happiness or tragedy. In 
"His House in Order" it is Nina upon whom this supreme choice 
falls. The second 1te at Filmer J sson, her life is continu-
ally made unhappJ by her husband and the relatives of his tir t 
wife, Annabel, ~ho it app ears had no !"aults of at17 kind. She 
is continually being .criticized and compared to her dicadvantage 
~ ith the sainted Annabel. Her lit is miserable. Then she 
ob:b~ final proof" t hat Annabel was anything bu.t the sa1nt t h ey 
1d. 1 P• 292. 
** ;tbid. e. PP• 292-:293. 
thought her. · From old letters she learns that Derek is really 
the on ot Annabel and Major Maure arde, whom the f amily re-
gard as a very good and old friend. Shall she speak and 
shatter the dearest illusions of the Jesson f'amily a'bout Anna-
b 1? This i s a supreme cris ia. If' she tells-. she can have 
t he upper hand for once, tor she haa absolute proot. 
In "Iris tt 1 t is Tren 1 th who has to make the supreme 
choice • When he o ames back from Qanada to get Iris, he finds 
her living in ~aldona~s apartment. She tells her $tor7 an · 
begP forgiveness , asking that he ~orget the past and t~e her 
with h tm. Trenwi th has to ·choose, and t 1nall7 he aa,-a, "I'm 
sorry" ) and goes awar. 
Willi.am Archer 'a theorJ that ever,- play- has a. series ot 
minor crises leading up to a major crisis is mare than proved 
in most of Pinero.'s plays. In praotically ev~ry act 1t is 
pos s ible to find some minor cr1s1a. Cona~er, for example, 
Pinero's play "Lettr". In the f'1rst act we have a verbal row 
between Nevill Letchmere and MandeVille as to who is to gain . 
Letty ' s love, and Mandeville arns NeVill to let her alone . We 
have a minor crisis here when Nevill has t .o chose whether h 
will follow Mandeville's orders or continue his friendship vii th 
Letty. In t h e second act we t1.nd Nevill wit:t: Letty on the roof-
garden• She expects him to propose marriage, but instead he 
tells her of Mandeville*s orders. Letty realizes then that 
Nevill has no serious intention of ma.i-:ry:1ng her 1 and s!'ter h 
has gone, Aandeville come to see her. She must make a choice 
bet ~een Nevill and Mandeville. In the third act , af'ter Mand-
9o. · 
ville' ¢iinm.L party,.· Letty has to decide whethex- she war1ts to 
marry Mnndevi11 _ with his coarse, vulgar, cheapness or to go 
with Letch:mere. And in the foUl;'th act there is the supreme 
or1s 1 · 1 when Nevill and Letty rauat make up their minds 1t they 
will go a: ay together, af'ter Nevill's sister brings out the 
taint in the Letchmere family. Here Lett7 mokes a supreme 
choice, when she decides to leave Nevill and go back runong her 
own kind ~ people. 
After Sophy has been caught 1n her own t:rap b7 the Ga7 
Lord Quex and they match wit for 'it, she must make up her mind 
l hether she will e.xpose Quex at the e~ense of her own reputa-
tion. This 1a the supreme crisis, m1d Sopht cannot bring her-
self to tell the part she played, though she remains firm 1n her 
belief that the Gay Lord Quex is still · un orthf" ot Muriel. 
Obligatort and Big scenes 
In eYery pla7 there are certaa scenes that the author 
must present before the audieilc . .,. either because of their dra-
matic effectiveness or t heir strong emotional appeal. Such a 
seen is called an obligato::t7 scene or a scene a ta1re. and 1n 
many in tanees is the "big s cene" ot a play. 
In each of Pillero ts plays he has a b1g scene that he 
uauall7 p~eaents to the audience. In "The ThUitderbolt" it ia 
Thaddeus • announcement t hat Ph'J'll1s had found and destroyed~ 
will, and that everything rae lef't to qelen Thornhill• This is 
the thunderbolt. In 1922, ~·:tlliam ;\l'eher stated "the act in 
which t he thunderbolt falls into the midst of the familY' council 
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is simply one of the most thrilling pieces of drama ever con-
d n* ce1ve • 
In "The Gay Lord Que:Jt" i t is the boudoir scene where Sophy 
and Quex match wit s and strengthJ in "Mrs. Tanqueray" t he big 
sc ne is El lean ' s verbal l ashing of P w en she discovers 
!That Paula has been, to the en<l when Paula' a suicide is learned' 
in "Mid-Channel" it is t he last scene 1n Ferrir! 1 apartment when 
zoe's suicide 1s diacoveredJ 1n "Iris" ! tho-ught the big scene 
as 1n the last act when Tre ith finds Iris in Maldonado's 
apart ment. Archer. while he regards this last scene as a big 
. oene f eels t hat "!x-is" l acks an obligatory sc.ene. "The author 
. seems .to have avoided the crucial point ot his play - the scene 
of her inst.alation in Ma ldo~adots flat. To pertect his psycho-
logical study ~e was bound to 'bridge the shasm between Iris or 
the fourth and fifth act . He builds two end,~s of the bridge, 
in t he i ncident of the check-book at the close of the one act , 
and in the state ot hebetude in which we :f'ind her at the open-
ing of t he other, but t here remains a great gap at mich t he 
. . .-u. imagination boggles . " 
Pinero has tried to bridge this chasm 1n a retrospective 
way by Iris ' contess1on. to Trenwith in Act v, but Archer does 
not believe that this quite meets the case. 
Por1petr 
The dramatist .is. oleve:r and fortunate who can, 1n the 
development of his theme, 1i thout unnatural strain or tension 
find opportunity for a big scene, highly emotional and e:f'fect-
i ve, wherei n his leading characters will undergo a marked 
. 
.. Holt, E. Dramatists Jubilee . Fortnightly Review, March, 1928. 
~h} Archer, Pl aY;llnk1ng, P• 250. 
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change ., e i ther of an inner nature or of outward f'ortune. * 
Sueh a r$Versal of f ortune or mind is a mark of a well-made plaY•** · 
In t he 'big scene of "The Thunderbolt" - the scene of' Tad's 
false confession of having destroyed his brother's ill - all 
the greedy ort1more family tall .from the height of jubilant 
confidence in their ne fortune to the depths of disappointment 
and exasperation. 
In "The Gay Lord Quex" we have not one decisive reyersal 
but a series ot minor changes of mind and fortune • In the 
highly anmsing scene of the third.act, when Sophy is precipitated 
by Quex into t he Duchess' boudoir, she pa:asea from impertinent 
exultation at finding her fears of Quex's charac.ter only too 
true, to object surrender and docility when to save her own 
r eputation she must keep quiet. Later, however, she flares up 
again to her former crispness and defiance. 
In a minor play . of Pinero'ta, written at this time, "The 
Wife without a Smile", there is a reversal of an outwaro physic-
al nature. · All through the play we have a wife who never smiles, 
t hough her husband does eveeything in his power to make her. 
After he has shocked her with the news that their marriage is 
• not legal because his divorce was not yet permanent, . she laughs, 
glad to be tree. Then the husband's face fi-eezes up, and from 
t hen on it is a "husband without a smile"• 
In "The Bene1'1t of the Doubt" there is a peripety almost 
within the first act itseltJ Theo comes home with the good news 
that she has on t he case and tv.il of' eagerness tells Fraser 
pl ane for restoring her reputation. Fraser, ho ever, expres ses 
* Archer, Pl aymak1ng,, P• 262• 
~z.-::- Kaucher, r.·odern_ Dramatic Structure, P• 11. 
his uncertai nty of a decision "th benefit of t h e doubt" 6 and 
as a result Theo•s plans are blasted and hel" jo,- turns _ to grief. 
These i llustrations point out t h at Pinero ' s characters are 
developing rather than~tat:to • 
. ''-:.;"":_:;' . 
Kee2~~ a Secret .. 
It has often b en sa1d t hat a tist must never keep a 
secl"et from his aud1en~e. , but . this theo17 requires some qu~l1-
f'1ce.t1on . Qn some oocas1ona 1 perhaps more frequently than not, 
it i s dangerous and sometimes foolish to keep a secretJ but 
t here !. .. no reason why t h e dramatist should blurt out all his 
secrets a t the first opportuni ty.. The t).WUe art lie• in knowing 
just ho long to keep still, snd. just the right time to speak. 
Pinero hae this art. 
In t he first act of' "Letty" Pinero gains a memorable ef'!'eot 
b y keeping a secret • not too long, but long enough to indicate 
he kne hat he was doing. We lmo that Letty dreams of marry-
ing Letchmere, and tt-om what we are told we .see no reason w:py 
she cannot. It 1s onl,- at t he end of' the ve'r'y et.fect!ve scene 






At all events, I am quali:f'ied to tell her 
I 'm f a irly go~e on her - honourabl'1 gone 
on her - 1f I chose to do 1t. 
Quo11:f'1ed' 
Whieh i s more than you are,.. • Letchmere . 
I am a single man, you a1ntt, bear 1n mind. 
( Impert ably.) Very true. 
This one little touch is r~ masterp1~~ of craftsmanship . 
In " Iris" Pinero for dramatic or rather t heatrical 
pu.rpos s has kept the reader and audience ignorant ·. what Iris 
· has renlly gone through before he accepts Maldonado ts apart-
ment and hospitality. vre learn her6 in t he l ast act of t he 
downright suffering a.."ld abject po~e;rty that Iris f elt between 
t he fourt h and fifth act. Pinel'o• in this case-: by suppressing 
such informat i on made us judge I ris more steJmly than we other-
wise should have if we had known the t:ruth. This is dubious 
dramatic artJ to sacrifice a sympa thJ' and then tl7 to regain 
. . . * 
it by an impassioned explanation • 
. Epd1n$B 
The endi gs of Pinero's plays have been most s everel,-
critic ized by critics and aetoJ:ta 1 mostl7 because of their tragic 
nature, and he has ot-ten been tol'ced b1 the sentimental1tt of 
his public to make them hnpp1er. In the printed V~.tl's1on, hoVJ .. 
ever, h usuall'y retains t he or1g1nal ending. 
Pinel'o has thre suicide to his credit. In "'l'be S cond 
Mrs . Ta.nqueray" Paula eommita au1c1~~ .. and for this Pinero haD 
b~en exceedingly censured. It seems to me that i t i s a natUl'al 
and probable result of what has proceeded. Paula realizes that 
. · ~ ' 
she can never be regarded as oth r women. and that he:r past 111 
a.l 'lays come back to be t hrust 1nto her face. She has tried to 
reform her 1; ny . of acting and thinJ~1ng, and has tried to 1n the 
love of Ellean, but being snubbed, reels t hat everything is more 
or less usele.ss .. Thi ending need not have been inevitable• 
however, for I t hink 11ha.t Paula, given the right eoopero.tion and 
* Sampson, Iris, The Dial, Feb:rtlsr'y' 16• 1902;;. 
understanding could h ave become a. 'good' woman, 
Dunstan ensha end Po.ula Temqueray go to a death ot de-
spair, dlmbl7 and inef'.f'ectually, whe~eas Zoe Blundell's death 
iu e loquent and leaves us thinking to some purJ>oae. It rmrks 
another stage in the author·• a progress to -pe;r..tection. * Clark 
l~cves t hat zoe's suicide is inevitable; tor the dramatist had 
l eft no possible escape tor this un.t"ortunate woman.** 
A taagic. but highly e.f't eo ti ve ending is t OUDi 1n "Iris" • 
'IT~nwith'a return is tilled with irony and Iris' confession is 
wrung from the very dep~h of her being. There 1s tragedy in her · 
pitiful query ttwould the home have been t-eady tor me?" and his 
answer "yes" • Then comes Maldonado's denunciation of' her which 
also suggests tre.gedyJ and after she goes slowly out: · (Maldo-
nado utters a fierce cry, with one movement of his arm, sweeps 
t he china and br1c .. a-brac from the mantlepiece •••• overturns the 
t able with a savage kickJ then, raising a chair high in the aix-
h e dashes it to t he floor and breaks it into splinters.) ~s 
i s , I think, 1n keeping lrith the spirit of the last scene. 
A good example of an unemphatic ending is the last act of 
"Letty". Pinero calls it an n epilogue" and it has been denounced 
as a concession to sentimentalitY" and as an unnecessary anti-
climax. There is no doubt that it is an anti-clim.ax, but it 
does not follow t ha t it 1s an artistic blemiSh.*** Nothing 
~ould have been easier than not to write it_- to make the play 
end with Letty's awakening to her situation, and fleeing from 
Letchmere ts rooms; but Pinero wished to COJlll>lete a character, 
and i t is interesting to know h at Letty would accompliah with 
Collins, Qua.rterlz Review, April., 1930. 
Clark, ·Modern Drruna, P• 233. 
Aroher, Plal!!king, PP• 324-325. 
• 
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her 11t'e. She left Letchmere's apartment ot her own tree will, 
and triumphed over temptation because of her strong character. 
She had just the grit that Ifis lacked, and we like to think her 
h appy. 
"The Benefit c£ the Doubt" also ends in an anti-climax, 
but ~t 1s hardly a justified one. Archer thinks it is a "pro-
nounced case of makeshift. ending inspired (to all appearances} 
simply by the tact that the plar must end. s anehow and that no 
· '•, better idea happens to pre~ent 1tselt•••"The Benefit ot the 
Doubt" is a three-act pla:y, and a whole act ot ant1-clima.x is 
neces s arily disproportionate. It is one thing to relax the ten-
sion in the last act out of tour or .fiveJ quite another thing 1n 
the last act out of three. n-a-: Georg,e Bernard Shaw, as a dramatic 
critic, 1n 18951 regarded this as the finest ot P1nero•s plays. 
He thought it had a wonderful first act, and an exceedingl7 in-
genious second act, but the third and final act was weak am 
disappointing•** 
"The Gay Lord Quex" is also considered to have a weak end-
ing. The third act is hig:bl:J amusing a ni ef':feeti"te, but from 
then on the tension is greatly relaxed and our interest wanes. 
In a later play o.f Pinero, "The Big Drum" which was pro-
duced in 1915, he was forced by the emotional attitude created 
by the Great War to change the ending of' his pla)'. Pinero makes 
the f'oll011ing excuse;· "Members ot the audience at the first 
night complained that for war time the end was rather a sad one, 
hereas they wnnted to be cheered up. So we thought 1n these 
exceptional days that we ought to meet the public, and I have 
* 
** 
Ibid, P• 326. 
Hamilton, Contemporary Drama, PP• 114-115. 
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made t he end more Cheerful in consequence. The chang does not 
effect the purpose of the play at all - t he manner of the end ... 
ing indeed is innnaterisl to that - for I designed and rot e it 
to a ttack certain eaknesses and follies of social life."* 
Sir Arthur eXplain in an interviev1 in T. P. ' weekly 1 
"Curious ho t h e public thought that ending U11h ppy", he d -
c lares , ur have merely told a. story of the clash of tempera-
ment a wi t h t te touch of tragic irony in 1 t." 
* "i'he Big Drum," CUrrent Opinion, November, 1915. 
Conclusio:Q" 
Pinero has written all his lite and altogether has pro-
duced about sixty plays, most ot which have b~en succes~tul. 
( At the present t .1me h e is about seventr-n1ne years old, ard 
retired.) In 18921 when he had his greatest success as a drama-
tist, publishers dermnded his earlier plays. "How I hate the 
ghosts of those decade gone playa .. Heavens! I pray that sane 
of rrt'f works of the future rmy be better, more truthful, and more 
sincere than my old s tuft." This was his comment • 
His prayers aeem to have been answered, for his later plnJS. 
were far more truthful and realistic than his earl7 endeavors. 
For a long time he was considered t he leadtng modern English 
p l aywright and msn7 critics consider · him sucJ._t toda7• How~ver, 
his p l ays from 1915 on have not gained so much prominence, 
primarily because Pinero has held to his formula ot a ell-made 
p l ay, whereas today e consider a deeper realism ot more import-
snce. 
Two of Pinero's l a ter plays did nbt impress me greatly tor 
I t houghtthe plots rather fantastic. "'l'he Freaks" (1917) deal 
l:rith a n English family who had been willed a group ot freaks, 
with two of whom th son and daughter tall in love. The other , , 
"The Enchanted Cottage" ( 1922) is the rather romantic story o· ... 
a. homely c ouple who loved each other so sincerely t hat they :vere 
• 
blind to each other's ugl1p as, am lived in a world of beaut 
of their own. It is amusing and \UlUsual and makes enjoyable 
ree.ding. At the present time t here seems to be more or less of 
a disparagement of the work ot Pinero. This seems to one to be 
quite natural . Read in the light ot todayts drama, Pinero's 
plays seem stilt ed and rather old-ta8h1oned, but they still are 
anru.sing ani t heatrically effective. :tt is very evident that the 
author has put every effort into making them well-made plays. 
Some critics are sarcastic, especially those ot more modern 
·c i mes 1 some are apologetic• but there are still a fe\V 1 such as 
Clayton Hamilton, who declare that he still is the greatest liv-
ing English playwright. Hamilton tries to account tor this dis ... 
paragement ot Pinero by saring that at the pr esent time i t 1s 
the fashionable thing to do• but that is done bY those who are 
wholly ignorant of his work. Pinero has been eminent for a long 
time, a nd has contribUted to the English stage mare than f1tty 
plays, most ot ~hich have been successful. We are living in an 
age of restlessness, and e think that because things are old 
they oannot be standard. ".Because he knows his business, be-
c ause he has learned his job. • .He is a thoroughl7 competent 
craftsman, and . thoroughl7 competent craftsmanship, has become 
.-I} 
far the moment, unfashionable." 
William Lfon Phelps attacks this opinion of Hamilton. 
while he admits that much of the deprecia tion of the work ot 
Pinero is unfair and undue, . and made critics who "hava called 
him merely theatrical, forgetting that the business of a piece 
written :f'ar the theatre is to be theatrical."** The view ot 
* 
** 
Han11ton, Convers.at+ons on Contemporax-z Drama, . pp. 96-97,. 
Phelps, w. L. 1 A: !• Pinero, Bookman, Apr il, 1918, pp. 212-
214. 
lOOe 
"modern'' critics is summed up by Ashley Dukes, who says , "Better 
a s ingle play like "Man and Superman" • •• than a thousand ot the 
type of "Magda" ar "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray" . Better the un ... 
cu t bl'illiant than the polished sc~ap of paste." This, Phelps 
says , is unfair, yet it no farther trom the truth than Mr. 
Hamilton •a rapture • 
Pinero's plays are so well made that at the drop ot the 
curtain, the audienee is completely 1ntormed and satistied. 
Phelps points out that aft er t he wol'k of truly great dramatists~ 
t h e audience , applauding, is filled with many cp.estions , doubts, 
and surmises t hat that play has aroused and left unfinished. 
Pinero is a master of stage technique, a playwright whom 
all asp irants could study with protit, and has pztoduced s aue 
livi~ characters, but it is vain to make out aa ood a drama-
tist and playwright as Hamilton believes a nd emphasizes. 
Pinero had little intluence on the continental stage, and a 1-
most none at all on modern thought. 
However, the histol'ian of the English Cb:'ama will nevel' 
omit the name ot Pinero, for he was one ot the pioneers of our 
*&~ 
modern drama and ~d many important contributions. He as 
one of t he ti.J'st modern English s penk1ng playwrights to publish 
his pieces in book farm, and together with Henry A. Jones, who 
in h is book "The Renascence at' the English Drmna" (1895) ad. 
vocated earnestly the printing of plays, deserves lasting credit 
for making mo4ern dr ama a part of modern literature. 
* Ibid. 
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